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Editor's Foreword
In his forthcoming book, David Masciotra writes, "A literary sensibility approaches
life with an eye, ear, and heart turned toward creating meaningful and memorable stories.
Life is therefore judged by its amount of great stories, and these stories are not made great
because they end well."
For the past fifty years, Parnassus has been dedicated to publishing meaningful and
memorable stories. They take many forms: essays, shorts work of fiction, or anecdotes
pulled from life. Even poems and works of art have larger stories behind them. These
stories inspire us, make us think, or cause us to see something in a new way. They don't
always have happy endings, as you'll soon find out. But they can remind us that even in
our darkest times, we can hold onto hope, and that someone is always weaving a beautiful
story from the messiness and brokenness of our lives.
I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to the staff this year for their creativity
and commitment, and for the time they invested to make the journal you are holding
possible. You were truly a joy to work with. I would also like to thank Professor Aaron
Housholder, who provided unwavering support, and Professor Thorn Satterlee, who served
as the Parnassus advisor for nine years until he gave up teaching to pursue writing full-time.
An interview with Thorn Satterlee is included in the appendices.
I hope that you don't passively flip through this journal, but that it seeps in and
changes you, like any great story should. Approach life the same way the artists and writers
in this journal approach their work: use what you've been given to craft a memorable and
meaningful story.
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Celebrating Fifty Years

Icarus Sinking (Post-Modern Blues I) | Thaddeus Harmon

From the fable laden lips
of excitable screen-watchers
and thumb-twitchers, there
flows a spastic body of trembling waters.

A stream strained, refrained,
a stream de-brained but
mindful of its own shapely curves
and vertiginous direction.
A stream that oxbows,
loops back, overflows and
stops, then starts, in whimsy.

I have tried (all Greek-myths applied)
to don ink-black wings, to glide
above the vapid torrent on pages ripped
from reeling bindings, folio loosened
by the heat of irony and the frigid
air of earth-aimed findings.
I have tried. And
Like that gliding, screaming
youth, I too have watched melt
all my constructed securities,
and heard crack my soul.
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Now, here subsumed in the
turbid waters
I nod away,
trapped, tangled, in the very pages I
sought to soar on.

This the mute voice
burbling
that wished to
inscribe itself
in the minds of other
doomed pilots,

you who stand
on the banks in silence
and look skyward.
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Dead Ivy | Celeste Harris

[Photograph]
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The Igloo Church | Chandler Birch

T

he night was as dark as sin. Clouds had been drawn across the sky like a curtain,
hiding the stars and most of an overripe moon. Snow drifted from them, whirling

in spirals, dancing like a shy young woman.
Reverend Matthew Thomas couldn't remember a Christmas Eve so cold. It had
nothing to do with the snow or the bitter wind that cut through his coat. He had felt those
before, had in fact grown used to them. No, this was a cold entirely separate and, at once,
a cold entirely intrinsic.
It was a deep cold, hidden like rushing water beneath blue ice.
The sidewalks were treacherously slick. On any other night, he would have walked
slowly, careful to place his feet properly to keep from falling. He had never trusted ice; the
slippery skin on the concrete always felt duplicitous.
It was an expansive cold, one that lived deep in his chest and grew from there, enveloping
him, drawing everything into itself. Insidious, invisible, and most of all inexorable, it had
unfurled throughout his body and spread like an infection.
Tonight his boots thumped hard and fast. He focused on the sound, on the pulsing
rhythm of his footsteps, in a vain effort to block the thoughts that pounded at his mind.
They beat like hail, like glass-sharp shards of ice in a storm. They screamed at him with a
million voices, but they all said the same thing; useless!
The coldness had settled in his bones, frozen his veins, deadened his muscles. No doctor
would have seen it; this was not a coldness of the body. It was an infinite cold, a swelling
emptiness that swallowed the wind and the white and the winter itself.
He forced his thoughts to quiet, pushing the memories away from him. It was like
moving a glacier. Silently, he lowered his head and kept moving.
He didn't have a destination in mind, so it was a surprise when he found himself on
the doorstep of the church. He hadn't meant to come here, but old habits died hard, even
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in the wake of winter. Wearily, and wondering dully if perhaps he would feel warm here,
he trudged up the steps.
The First Orthodox Church was blessedly warm, silent, and mostly empty. Christmas
Eve services had finished

an hour ago, and most people were at home. Only a few

remained, scattered throughout the sanctuary. Fie recognized many of them, because,
after all, shouldn't he? They were his flock. They had been for three years.
He didn't greet them. He slunk along the edge of the sanctuary, leaving his collar up.
He kept his eyes away from them all; he just wanted to be alone.
"Father Thomas?"
The voice was high and quavering, and he recognized it. He turned reluctantly and
plastered a smile onto his face.
"Merry Christmas, Maria," he said softly. "Blessings to you."
"And to you, Father," she replied in a murmur. Maria was a pretty girl, though it was
hard to tell just then; her eyes were red and watery, her mouth quivering. She was still
wrapped in her winter coat, and a crimson scarf covered her neck.
She fixed pale blue eyes on him. "You haven't been here for weeks, Father. I heard
that—"
"I've been on sabbatical," he interrupted. "Needed to rest."
"Oh." He could see in her eyes that she knew better. "Of course."
He noticed that his smile had fallen off and put on another one, hoping it would stick
this time. "Child, what are you doing here on Christmas Eve? You should be home."
For a moment, her eyes widened—in confusion or panic, he couldn't tell—but she
recovered quickly. "Oh, no, we're . . . well, we've finished with everything. Everyone went
to bed. I just needed to go for a walk."
In temperatures below freezing, wearing only a coat and a scarf, Father Thomas thought.
So that you could come and cry in the church. But he didn't say it, of course, because the
Reverend Matthew Thomas did not do such things. Instead he told her something vaguely
encouraging about Christ being the warmth of their lives and that if she ever needed
anything, the church would be there for her. She nodded and replied with something
equally noncommittal, and Father Thomas walked away. In his head, his thoughts
c/a 13 <ys
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resounded: if you repeat a lie loud enough and long enough, eventually they will believe it.
Gospel truth, that one.
He kept trudging through the church, perhaps aiming for somewhere near the front
row, but he only made it halfway before he was hailed again. This time he managed
to affix the smile on his face before he turned to see who had called to him. It was an
excellent preacher s smile, and one of very many necessary things he'd picked up outside of
seminary. To any casual observer, it was the smile of the crucified Christ, or of Paul when
he received his sight, or of Saint John when he saw the new heaven. The correct word was
"beatific." The trick was to make one's eyes go slightly to the left and to keep the smile
from ever showing teeth.
Mr. Zimmerman smiled back at him, but it was a weak smile. "It's good to see you
back here, Father." Zimmerman was dressed in his usual church clothes: an expensive suit
and a jet-black tie. The church staff knew of him, and that his darkest sin (as far as they
were concerned) was failing to tithe. If Joseph Zimmerman started to tithe, the church's
coffers would double within the month.
Father Thomas only smiled a little wider and said, "My flock needed me. Why are you
here on Christmas Eve, Mr. Zimmerman? Surely you have better things to do."
Zimmerman shook his head. "The business runs itself. I had a night free."
A lie if ever I've heard one, Father Thomas thought. But instead he said, "Merry
Christmas, then. Tell your family hello for me."
Once upon a time Father Thomas would have registered the stricken look that
passed over Zimmerman's face at the word "family." Once upon a time, he would have
asked, "How is your daughter?" Once upon a time, he would have inquired after how
Zimmerman's father was doing and if the cancer had receded. He would have prayed with
the man and then made an announcement on Sunday about the tragic loss of life.
That was a different time and a different Father Thomas, one fresh from seminary, still
starry-eyed with the wonders of God. A young Father Thomas. An idiot.
He made it to the front of the sanctuary without any further interruptions. Quietly,
he sat in one of the pews and bent his head. Anyone watching would have assumed he was
praying, because what else could they think?
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He sat there for many minutes, which passed like hours, like years. Church buildings,
like schools and courthouses, have that odd quality of pulling time at the edges, of fraying
it and making it stretch like taffy. Five minutes could become ages.
Eventually, he drifted out of his thoughts to find that someone had sat next to him.
The man was old, somewhat rotund, and looked about a step and a half from homelessness.
He was balding from the ears up, but it was only a distribution problem; his beard was
enough for two men. It was probably white, but enough dirt had found a home in it that
it was almost brown. When Matthew looked at him, the old man broke into a wide grin.
"I do, that is to say I do hear that you are the pastor at this fine, ah, establishment,"
the man babbled. His head bobbed when he spoke, and somehow he managed to smile
through every word. He had surprisingly clean teeth.
"I am," Father Thomas said, pitching his voice in the carefully noncommittal range
that pastors and politicians have developed for use against uncomfortable questions.
"It is a most distinguished honor to meet you," the old man continued, his head
bobbing with every word. "My name is Ezra Ehl, that is E-H-L for your spelling purposes
since I find I am often mistaken as Mr. Ezra A-L-E, which of course is quite silly since it is,
on occasion, my drink, but not on any occasion my name, though I confess to my sorrow
that they sound precisely identical. Merry Christmas."
"Merry Christmas to you as well, Mr. Ehl," replied the reverend, slightly stunned by
the old man's rapid speech. "I am Matthew Thomas, spelled in quite the normal way. May
I ask what you are doing here at this hour?"
"Making a new friend," replied the old man happily. His black eyes twinkled like a
starry sky, deep and vast and unexplored. "But if you meant to ask me why I am here, that
has a different answer altogether. I am, in fact, picking up a friend's friend. You see, I am
something of an unofficial chauffeur."
Father Thomas eyed the man's clothing and wild thicket of facial hair and made a
mental note of just how "unofficial" this man was.
"You said Thomas, yes?" Ezra said. "Perhaps a relative of Evelyn Thomas?"
Matthew stopped moving. The coldness in his chest spread out like cracks in ice, and
almost at once his body was petrified by it. He was surprised his fingers hadn't turned blue.
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"My wife," he said, though the words came out as a whisper.
Ezra eyed him carefully and said, "You were a blessed man, then."
"You knew her?"
"I did. Not well, and not long. I met her just before . . . well, just before."
How? Matthew wondered. He had stayed by Evelyn's side for days, watching her waste
away. He must have seen everyone who came by her bed, offering empty promises that
things would get better, hollow prayers for healing and, eventually, worthless condolences.
"I remember seeing you there," Ezra went on. "You were asleep."
"Why . . . why were you there?"
"Business," Ezra replied vaguely. "I knew her through a mutual friend. She was
expecting me."
"She never mentioned you . .
"Oh, she did. I suspect you were too busy laboring in your prayers to hear her, but she
certainly mentioned me. Several times, I imagine."
Abruptly, Matthew stood. He wasn't sure why; he only knew that he needed to move.
He needed to go somewhere else. He didn't want to listen to some old fool talk about his
wife.
"Oh, yes, you're right, we should move someplace where we'll be able to see my friend
when she arrives," Ezra said delightedly, and rose. Matthew began walking away, and the
old man followed him, bouncing with each step.
"Please, leave me be," Matthew demanded in a harsh whisper, rounding on the man.
"I don't want you here!"
Ezra smiled in a beatific way that put Father Thomas's best to shame. "Of course you
don't, Matthew. You have better things to do than meet me, don't you? But I'll tell you
something." He lifted one long, narrow finger and pointed at Maria, who was hiding in
the back row. As he did, he became grander somehow. "Maria Wilcox wishes I would come
to her. She'd never admit it, but she does. She thinks I'm the only way she can escape her
father. She's thinking about calling me sometime, asking me to take her somewhere else.
Anywhere else."
His eyes had turned dark and imperious. He pointed at a person weeping in the pews.
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"And Joseph Zimmerman wishes for me, too. I met his daughter earlier today, and his
father the day before that. They want to leave, Matthew. They want refuge, and I bring
that. I am the final escape." His voice was heavy as the doors of a crypt, and he wasn't
bobbing his head anymore. He was perfectly still.
Matthew didn't speak. He couldn't, because the thoughts rising in his mind blocked
everything else.
"You know what I am," Ezra whispered to him. "You are beginning to understand,
are you not? That I'm not just some old man pretending to know everything? I meet many
people, Matthew. I've met everyone who ever lived, save two. And most people meet me
once. Exactly once."
"You're . . . you're . .

Matthew's mouth opened and closed helplessly.

"I'm Ezra Ehl," the old man said, and all at once he was bumbling and babbling
and bouncing to some inaudible rhythm, the seriousness gone as if it had never been. He
smiled at Matthew. "Although pronunciation has differed over time."
Matthew could only stare. What was expected here? Should he bow? Kneel? Indicate
some kind of submission? There was, of course, the ancient and gloriously ineffective
method of running away . . .
"Oh!" Ezra exclaimed as he saw Matthew's face. He chuckled. "Oh, Matthew, no. I'm
sorry. I should have been clearer earlier. No, I'm not here for you."
"You've come for someone else," Matthew said. "You've come to kill."
Ezra frowned. "That is a heinous misconception, young man, and I deeply resent it. I
do not kill. I carry. I am the most qualified unofficial chauffeur in history."
"You took my wife!"
And Matthew Thomas punched him in the face.
Ezra took it very calmly and didn't stumble backward. He rubbed his jaw and said
sternly, "I did not deserve that."
"You took my wife!" Matthew was nearly shouting. He wanted to punch the old fool
again, but he couldn't. The cold had seeped back into him. All at once, his body sagged, as
though whatever had animated him now collapsed. He couldn't cry; his tears had frozen
inside of him weeks ago. Suddenly, he looked decades older. He sat heavily.
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Ezra looked down at him with pity. "Oh, you poor, poor mortal. I'm so sorry."
Ezra looked up, and as he did he squeezed Matthew's shoulder. "Look. My new friend
is coming."
Matthew looked behind him and saw a familiar figure tottering through the pews.
"Agnes Thatcher," whispered Ezra, "has lived eighty-seven years and gone to this
church for eighty-three of them. Tonight, I will meet her. Watch closely."
He left Matthew alone in the pew and toddled to the front row, where Agnes sat.
Matthew watched numbly, straining to catch the words that were said, but he heard only
voices. From his seat, he saw Ezra's great, beaming smile and Agnes's look of awe. He
watched as Ezra took her hand and pulled her gently to her feet.
Not all of her stood. Her body stayed behind, unmoving.
Ezra led her back to Matthew, holding her hand delicately. "You will notice," he said
to Matthew, "that there was no killing involved." He looked at Agnes and winked.
Matthew's throat was dry. He tried to speak, and failed; he tried again, and the words
came out dry and crackling. "Why did you come to me?"
Ezra smiled that beatific smile once again. "Why, Matthew, I haven't the faintest idea.
I imagine that's why they call Him 'ineffable,' isn't it? I'm just under orders."
And Ezra Ehl and his new friend turned and were gone.
Reverend Matthew Thomas stared forward—uncertain. Then he stood—uncertain.
He looked behind him, at Maria's sobbing form, and the uncertainty melted. He wasn't
sure where he was going, but he knew where to begin.
He had met Death and lived.
Greater things were still to be done.
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Uncovered | Jessie Riley

[Photograph]
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Third Year Anatomy | Ellen McConnell

The professor peels back the peritoneum
And pins it like a great stage curtain
Swept aside. The students step forward,
Peering curiously into the red resonating

Echo chamber of the diaphragm.
It is filled with organs, blue and gray and green,
This gurgling orchestra upon the gurney—
Out of tune, perhaps, but polished and prepared

For its last show. A Ludwig with latex gloves,
The professor raises his hand.
His diamond-edged baton quivers
With silver strength. He plunges

Down, slicing smoothly through the viscera,
Weaving back and forth like a bow
Across a violin. The organs sing,
The smell of music rises from the rift,

And the students stare in awe
As blood crescendos up from severed veins,
Their eyes and ears transfixed by
The final movement of the Human Philharmonic.
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Nouveau Table | Richie Nixon

[Pine Wood, Dark Walnut Stain, Glass, Synthetic Fabric & Cushion]
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Tropisms | Angela Knight

Diminutive as a speck of dust, the black seed glistens on my palm.
This onyx-tinged grain holds promise; it encapsulates life.

They say that if I bury this bit into the soil, a stem will soon point upward as roots
burrow into the dirt.
"Magic?" I ask.
"No—science," they say. "Tropisms: stems go up, roots come down. That's just how it is."
"But why? How do they know? Where do tropisms come from?"

As I ponder, I hear a silent reply:
"It is I who created the constellations, the oceans, the peaks, the valleys, the beating
hearts, the seeds.
And I AM."

So with awe more expansive than the waters of the world, I unite this tiny beacon of
hope with the earth. Rains come: geotropisms tug down, phototropisms pull up,
and the Creator smiles.
It is good.
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The Swing | Angelina Burkholder

T

he brilliant sun stung off of the fresh but already steel snow. Blue irchy rope lay on

the ground, tangled into a perfect sphere. The harsh sound of burning saw cutting

through wood filled the air and seemed to vibrate against the icicles hanging from the tall
sycamore trees.
Near my brown boots, squatted in a foot of snow, my little brother squinted against the
noise. Charles peered up at me, his small roundish face resembling Mamas weary summer
potatoes. I crouched down to his level as I attempted to explain the necessary steps in
assembling swing handles.
"Baby, you got to hold the rope just so. Make a loop, pull it through the bottom, and
there's your knot," I said to him.
He looked at me with an annoyed little boy confusion face, folding his nose into a
question mark. I had explained the process to him at least half a million times, and still
he just couldn't seem to grasp the concept in his little underdeveloped brain. He tap, tap,
tapped his head, trying to dissolve the formula into his young understanding.
"Sissy. Say it slower," was his response.
I reached for the rope, "Here, let me just do it for you."
"No. No, I want to. It's my swing." He yanked the rope away and stumbled a couple
steps back.
I tried to convince him to let me take over, but he wouldn't hear a word. He stood with
his hands pressed over his ears, yelling at the top of his lungs, stomping his little stump
legs. I gave up and repeated the process again, explaining it real slow like. After impatiently
slinging a wisp of fallen brownish hair back into his black Mountain Headwear hat, he
picked up the rope again. His red chapped hands fumbled as he muttered impatiently to
himself.
"Hold . . . just so. Loop, pull. Oops. Oh, through the bottom."
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I watched him try to work it out and without warning my chest puffed out as a big
sister feeling came over me. I looked back at Papa who stood behind us, leaning up against
our favorite sycamore. Waiting for us to finish, he sipped Jamaican Me Crazy coffee from
a black mug, the smell caressing a tiny plume around his face. He set the saw back on the
rusty trailer next to a perfectly cut square piece of oak wood, proudly watching Charles
finish the rope handles.
"I got it, I got it! Sissy, look! I made the loop!"
I turned around in time to see my little brother lift the finished blue rope handle above
his head like he had done last summer when his team finished first

in the end-of-the-year

tournament. The big sister feeling returned as I ran over to him and twirled his body around
in our sibling victory dance.
Only an hour later, the swing complete and my little brother's smile even more
complete, I set him on the swing and gave him the first ride. With that first push, his
face immediately lit up and I thought about fireflies during pitch black summer nights.
The swing creaked from his little body weight as the sycamore bent ever so slightly, square
dancing with the crunching snow beneath my moving feet.
"Higher, higher, Sissy; push me higher!"
Even though my own hands were tingling from the cold air, I continued pushing
my little brother higher and higher. Papa grabbed the cumbersome saw and clippers
and lumbered away to the shed, but Baby stayed enraptured in his new swing and the
magnificent ride.
"Sissy, I love you."
"I love you too, Baby."
He didn't pay attention to another word I said all that day. Instead he talked about
the lonely tree branches and how he was sure they were whining for leaves. There were
also diamonds in the snow. He wanted to go hunting for the diamonds because the bright
sparkling looked just like Mama's ring. Without a reply, I just kept flying my brother like a
kite on his brand new swing.
"I bet when it's summertime, I bet I can see the leaves up close. Sissy, maybe I can even
see their veins. Do you think leaves have blood in their veins like we do?"
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"Well, Charles Baby, probably not blood like we have."
"Are you going to push me when it gets warm?"
"Of course."
"Maybe I'll let you have a turn. Do you think I could push you?"
"Probably not, Baby. I weigh a lot more than you do."
"Yeah." He paused, furrowing his forehead like a pout. "You probably weigh twenty
pounds. I couldn't push that."
As he contemplated weight, I just chuckled, reveling in his childish innocence. I didn't
say anything back. I didn't have to; Charles was completely engrossed in the new world he
saw from no more than fifteen feet off the ground.
The day passed, and soon Mama called from the porch, shivering in her pink plaid
apron with the smell of pork chops and potatoes resting on her. Baby controlled the
conversation around the table that night, gesturing about how tiny the house looked from
the swing and how if Papa stood just so and he jumped just right, he was sure to fly like
Superman and land on Papas shoulders. That night Charles fell asleep next to the quiet
orange fireplace, his body still rocking ever so slightly, rocking like the motion of the swing.

CO

The swing plays alone now, wafting in the sun, twirling through fallen leaves, freezing
with winter sleet, crying during spring's arrival. Its empty seat, soft and leathery from
overuse, seems to whisper about the tears it dissolved, the hands it imprinted. Sometimes
when I am home to visit and the time of day is just right, I step outside onto our white
washed porch and watch it as it sways, hypnotizing all who dare observe. I think of that
blustery winter day when Baby learned how to make a swing and how he promised to
make one for me too. I stand and allow myself to be sucked back into its clutch. With a
kind of reminiscent pain, I realize it was only in those innocent days that the world truly
was contained in just the eyesight range as seen from the swing's seat. The sound of Baby s
video game music plays in the background and the swing dances alone in the wind like a
pendulum, swinging back and forth, back and forth.
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Crooked Light | Rachel Tobin

[Photograph]
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Brick City | Jonathan Klaassen

Where all the grass is imported,
and strewn with shimmering
bits of shattered glass
rather than flowers.

Where burnt-out and hollow
shells of things that were once cars
miraculously appear on the doorstep
once a month, like clockwork.

Where I can spend my summer
scraping condoms and crack vials
off of the scorched sidewalk
and into a black plastic bag.

Where the mockingbird
sings the sounds of sirens
and car alarms
as he perches on the roof.

Where the night is never dark
for all the sodium-vapor lamps,
staining the evening sky
with their sickly orange glow.
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Where the night is never silent
for all the whining of cop cars
and the blare of the ambulance
as it carries someone down the street.

Where I can see the world
spinning below me
as I watch from my roof
halfway between heaven and earth.
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Home | Rachel Nolan

[Photograph]
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A Chip of Paint | Robbie Maakestad

T

he dingy door of the apartment building slowly creaked open as an elderly gentleman

stooped out the door. He supported himself on the doorknob, looked up and down

the dim downtown street, then up at the sky as if trying to determine whether he had
dressed warmly enough. With a shrug that seemed to say, "Hopefully my moth-eaten wool
sweater will do the trick," the man burrowed his hands deep within the pockets of his
slacks (which probably should have been donated to Goodwill several years earlier), only to
return them to the doorknob as he tilted forward and back. Carefully, he shuffled his feet
to turn himself around until he faced the open door. With a totter forward, he transferred
his weight to the side of the doorframe, which knocked paint chips onto the speckled
cement landing under his feet. With a large degree of unease, the man leaned inside the
open doorway and began to drag a walker out the door. He made little progress, as the
tennis ball covered feet of the walker kept catching against a just-out-of-sight something
that impeded its path. Time and again, the man tugged, readjusted, and pushed the
walker, barely maintaining his balance. After a good minute or so, the walker joined him
on the landing (not without scraping the doorframe and sending a hailstorm of paint bits
over his shoes).
Yet again he slowly pivoted, this time supported by the walker. When at last he faced
the street, the gent glanced along it as if searching for something he wished to avoid. With
a shuffle toward the edge of the top step, he pulled at the doorknob, allowing the door to
slam shut behind him. He jumped a bit at the "BANG!" which caused another shower of
paint chips to decorate the landing. Slowly, carefully, the man inched forward until he
had almost pushed the walker off the platform. With gradual care, the man shifted his
right hand to the cold, wrought-iron banister that wound itself down the steps to the street
below, quickly bringing his left hand to it as well to barely avert a fall. The banister was
badly peeling from years of cold city winters.
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With this rapid, left-handed motion, the walker began to inch forward. The front
wheels balanced perfectly on the very edge of the worn concrete step, then began to slowly
rotate over the edge. The walker began to tip at the rate of the Tower of Pisa, but then
accelerated forward with surprising rapidity (very much unlike the Leaning Tower). The
swiftness of the motion surprised the old man, who had been more focused on not falling
down the steps himself than on controlling the wanderings of his walker. His astonishment
led him to take drastic action. With a left-handed lunge, while still gripping the iron
with his right, the gentleman made a last-ditch effort to keep control of his walking aid.
Sadly, he had severely miscalculated the strength of his dominant hand, which (filled with
arthritis and other such things that cause joint pain) had grown rather weak.
His shockingly feeble right hand slipped from the banister, leaving him grasping
a handful of paint chippings (which do not offer quite the support of wrought-iron
banisters). With a shriek that resembled a cross between the sound made by a small child
being attacked by a flock of geese and a cat that has just been half-crushed by a steamroller,
the man plunged forward off the landing. For anyone watching, the man's flight through
the air was a spectacular thing to behold. He fell through the air-filled void between the
top of the landing and the bottom of the three steps like a dropped plate that everyone
knows will shatter, lungs unleashing that ghastly shriek.
With a stroke of pure genius, the man released the chips of paint and placed his
palms on the sidewalk to lessen the impact to his body. The chips created confetti around
him, celebrating as his body stuck the landing with a "THUD." Cruel gravity had run its
course, as it always does in regard to falling and old persons.
The man lay on his stomach upon the sidewalk for a while. Then, slowly, he rolled
onto his back and tried to untangle the tattered remains of that favorite, moth-eaten
sweater from the joints of the bent walker frame. The blood from his badly skinned
hands began to drip onto the sidewalk, adding to the mosaic of paint chips and
blackened gum remnants. The mangled sweater ripped free from the metal frame just
as a police car pulled up. A police officer jumped out of his vehicle and rushed to help
the man. His shiny black shoes smashed the paint peelies into even smaller pieces as he
hurried to assist.
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"Are you alright, sir?"
"Mmmmmeeeeeeehhhhhli," the elderly man moaned.
"Is anything broken?"
"Naaahhhh, I'm . . . I'm fine," the gentleman mumbled while trying to un-dust his
pants (only succeeding in smearing blood on his slacks).
"Are you Mr. Kozar, sir?"
"Yeeessss, why?"
"No reason." Then speaking into his walkie, "Yep, he's here on the sidewalk . . . Quite
coherent. . ."
As the officer signed off, an ambulance pulled up behind the cop car. Out of the
ambulance climbed three men dressed in scrubs. They ran over to the gentleman and
began to examine him.
"Doesn't appear to be anything broken—just some scraping and certainly some
imminent bruising. Mr. Kozar, do you think you can stand up so we can get you into the
ambulance?"
"Yes, but why—?"
"Ok, easy then, let's lift him up. Can you walk over to the back door?"
"Yes . . . but I'm fine. I'm going shopping at the grocery."
"Yes, shopping . . . Ok, pick him up . . . One, two, UUUUUUPPPPPPPPPP!"
The three men hoisted the elderly gentleman to his feet and two of them walked on
either side of him to the ambulance.
"But why—?"
"Everything will be alright, Mr. Kozar. We're just going for a short ride to your new
home."
"New home? Why—?"
"Don't worry, sir. Everything is all right," they said, helping him into the back of the
ambulance.
The remaining ambulance technician stood looking down at the paint chips and
blood spatters surrounding the badly damaged walker.
"It's a shame, isn't it?"
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"What?" said the cop while giving the walker a mindless thump with his shimmering shoes.
"It's a shame isn't it? It's always so tough. I mean, he still thinks he can live on his
own."
"Yeah. Not my favorite thing in the world."
"Tell me about it. Where should we put this?" the tech said, picking up the misshapen
walker.
"Just toss it in my trunk. I'll throw it in the dumpster back at the station."
The officer popped the trunk and the technician set the walker inside it.
"Thanks for coming. At least you didn't have to forcibly remove anyone this time."
"Yeah, anytime. I prefer these 'easy' trips."
After locking up the house, the cop slid into his cruiser and took one last look at the
blood-spattered paint shavings. He shook his head, imagining what would have happened
had he not been called. As he slowly followed the ambulance away from the house, the
wind from his car swirled the paint chips round and round in a miniature tornado of
city-sickened air. Some dropped down a storm drain. Others slipped into cracks in the
pavement. Still others gusted out into the road, only to be crushed by tires.
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Sunburst | Christine Crosby

[Photograph]
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Art Is ...| Benjamin Lehman

Splattering your brain
on a canvas.
Pissing in a
fireplace.
Stapling strawberries
to a wall.

Geometric shapes playing
jazz

Houses of parliament interacting
with sunlight
while the sea of lilies
bloom.

Painting Marilyn Monroe's face
red, yellow, blue
while consuming some
Campbell's soup.
Lots of Campbell's Soup.

Taking a pile of brokeen dish
es, and
forming a beautiful
porcelain chandelier.
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A black square
a red square.
No! Art is not dead.
Though illogical it may be.

It's alive in the starry night
and in the blind man's dream.
It dances with the ballet
and drips from the ceiling.
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The French Man | Luke Lines

[Photoshop]
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The Man at the Coffee Shop | Kristin Schwartz

He places his glasses upon his nose,
flips his yellow page.
(A new sheet is necessary.)

He pulls out his ancient pen,
places the end in his mouth.
(It's the proper thing to do.)

He stares off into space,
dances mentally within his dreams.
(No one else can see them).

He introduces pen to the page,
removes his glasses methodically.
(He can see better that way.)

He translates his dreams into words,
allows the pen its own freedom.
(His earpiece enters his mouth.)

He abruptly re-enters our sphere,
smells what can't be ignored indefinitely.
(He realizes he needs more coffee.)
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Water Carnival | Sean Taylor

[Photograph]
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Something That Happened to Me (and You) | Stephanie Binion

hen people asked me why I was doing it, I always said, "For fun." Or, "Because
I'm young and putting more than four thousand miles on my car in ten days
sounds like an adventure." But really, the reason I wanted to be stuck in the car with you
from Dallas to California and back was because I was looking for something. I couldn't
really put my finger on what it was at first. But I was waiting for something out there to
surprise me. It was out there between the repetition of monotonous rolling desert hills
and obligatory stops at overpriced gas stations in Indian reservations, squished between
smushy peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and flat Dr Pepper.
Like the first people who stumbled upon the Grand Canyon. All they saw was brush
grass. Dry, dirty hills. Never ending plains. Then suddenly, they realized even though they
were in the middle of this lonely desert, they were thousands of feet higher up than they
had ever imagined. The dirty grass dropped away into unfurled curtains of sheer, smooth,
vermillion cliffs. Surprise. Who would have thought hiding between these dead brown
hills was this bright red-gold gash of life.
So I asked, about nine months earlier, if you would go with me. I could see your
pixelated face wishing your five minute Skype chat was up, but I was still wheedling for
a road trip.
"Where?" you finally asked.
"Wherever you want?" I hopefully responded.
Silence.
"California."
You wanted to know where the money was coming from before you committed. I
said God. You said so long as it wasn't you. Engineers. They're too practical. It really
was God who gave us our money, though. Well, God and a writing competition and our
grandmother. Now, after two hundred miles, the talk is wearing thin. Funny how two
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people can share the same name and be strangers. So I imagine conversations to fill the
space. "Remember pillow fights and secret hideouts and blowing bubbles in chocolate
milk? Remember when I knew more about soccer than you? Or that one time when we
invented that detective agency and we actually saw a robber? Remember when you made
me that whole book of things you thought were cool about me for Christmas, but you had
to get Mom to write it because you couldn't even write yet?"
Which is all really a way of saying, "Remember when we were best friends?"
But maybe the two years age difference multiplied by the ten thousand miles between
us for the past three years of my life has made a hole too big to bridge. I don't know if there
are bridges bigger than the gap from one side of this car to the other.
I try to imagine being you. I remember what it was like when I first came. I was smart.
I thought I knew stuff. But being here was like someone wrote the world over in another
language, and everything I had spent the past eighteen years of my life learning was just
useless baggage tripping me up. So what if I understood Communist leanings in postcolonial countries, or how to eat Indian food with my hands, or how to give my testimony
in Zulu. It didn't matter. But I don't know what it's like for you. And you don't tell me.
When we get to San Francisco, I can't find my cell phone. And it's eleven thirty and
I am cold. And I don't know if we parked in a legal parking spot. And driving this stick
shift is fine on normal roads, but not on San Francisco hills that devilishly claw their way
straight up into the sky. And waiting for two hours for our hosts to come back from a party
when I am dead tired from driving all day is not what I had in mind. And now the GPS
thinks we are a car and is making us walk much farther than we need to. I don't care what
you think of me. I cry.
You tell me it's OK, and I'll find my phone, and our car will be fine, and we are almost
there. Now I'm not the big sister. I'm the little sister. You are taller than me, anyway. When
did that happen? You carry my stuff up the last steep street and into the apartment.
The next day I look at the Golden Gate Bridge spun spider-thread thin, stretching its
arms out to welcome the foreigners. I wonder who engineered it. Someone offers to take
our picture. We miss our bus back to the apartment and you are annoyed. I am going to
keep that picture forever.
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I thought it would be easy to find our campsite near Yosemite. But this road is not
really a road, and this little Hyundai Elantra was not built to bounce over rocks and dodge
ditches like this.
"How long since you have been driving in South Africa, anyway?" you ask, your teeth
rattling as I bounce over a pothole.
"Well, I've been here for three years now."
"I can tell."
I am not annoyed. It's true. I don't remember how to weave in and out of potholes at
full speed and still keep the tires intact. The road is becoming slowly worse. Piles of rocks
give way to sudden gravelly pits, and huge crevices for water runoff slice their way through
our path.
I slam on the breaks.
"I don't think we can get past that."
The road seems to vanish underneath our wheels. I don't remember potholes like this
in South Africa.
You are already out of the car, a secret grin on your face. You like the challenge. I sit in
the car, anxiously watching the sun creep down, wondering if we will get to the campsite
in time, and you hike up and down the road, dropping soccer ball sized rocks into the
hole.
"Try it now," you say, and stand on the other side like a South African carpark guard,
waving your hands to direct me. "Yes, yes madem, veddy gud madem. Yebo miss, you ah
ollmost deh," you say, and I laugh as I grip the steering wheel and slowly inch across your
makeshift bridge, as if hanging on to the car will keep it from slipping.
"Heeh heh!" you say and hop back in the car, slamming the door. "Two rands medem.
Two rands." You hold your hands out for payment.
I roll my eyes, but laugh. A feat of South African engineering.
"You were pretty good," I say.
"You should have seen the roads we had to drive on in Mozambique," you say, and
start to tell me about the trip you and Dad took with his Bible College students.
We make it to the campsite.
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And Yosemite is beautiful.
And it is not until I am saying goodbye to you outside the dining hall of your new
college two weeks later and you give me a hug without complaining that I realize that I did
find something out in the middle of the California desert. I don't know when it happened.
But it was somewhere in the miles of empty space between Midland, Texas and Nevada.
The space between us is smaller now.
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Solitude | Patricia Logan

[Watercolor on Paper]
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Love Is No Longer a Need | Jack Galbraith

Love is no longer a need but natural,
clay beside a river. When I speak bitterness

in my sleep and you calmly erode the words,
carrying them with you not by choice but by

closeness. And you argue alone, twisting
fists of anger, so easily relenting I concede

conversations as sediment, heavy and loose.
But we are not without the joy of age, now

more frank in your carving ways and I a
darkening shade laughing louder at

the small forgivable moments—
how subtle the process was,

the day coming that I see myself in you,
and we are of each other, of another,

depositing the burdens we kept
farther, farther down the winding river.
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Independence Day | Celeste Harris

[Photograph]
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Father Christmas | Joshua Giuliano

EXT. SMALL GERMAN TOWN—DAY
A quaint old German town sits quietly amid a bright winters day on Christmas Eve.

INT. DINING ROOM—DAY
A father gently helps his young, very weak boy to a seat at a dinner table. He sets a bowl of hot
soup in front of the boy.
THE FATHER: There you are.
He then sits across from the boy at the table, noticing that the boy is looking out the window,
transfixed by something on the other side.
THE FATHER: Son.
The boy continues to look outside.
THE FATHER: {sternly) Son.
The boy turns his head and looks at his father.
THE FATHER: You must eat.
The father watches as the boy slowly lifts the spoon to his lips and swallows his bite. He then
gently sets the spoon down on the table.
THE BOY: (weakly) Father?
THE FATHER: (in a whisper) Yes?
THE BOY: I'm not hungry.
Thefather, pained to see his young boy rendered so weak and helpless, tries to hold back the tears
forming at the base of his eyes.

INT. LIVING ROOM—NIGHT
The father and his wife sit watching their son, who's playing feebly with small toy figurines,
finish his checkup with the local doctor in their living room. A fireplace gently crackles and
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warmly illuminates the many pictures and decor that line the walls. A Christmas tree also sits
in the corner. When he's done, the doctor puts a hand on the father s shoulder and whispers
something quietly to the father, who lowers his head with a gentle nod. The mother looks
away from this interaction, as she already knows what the results are. The doctor shakes the
fathers hand and bids farewell to the mother, then leaves. The father turns around and faces
his family.
THE BOY: (weakly) Will there be gifts to open tomorrow?
The mother nods her head.
THE BOY: I am going to wait up for Father Christmas . . . and then I'm going to open
my gifts.
The parents' faces simultaneously reflect their joy andpain from hearing their son, who may not
be alive by tomorrow morning, indifferently talk about a future which may not exist for him.
The mother kisses the boy on the forehead.

INT. BOY'S BEDROOM—NIGHT
The boy is asleep. His father is asleep next to him, kneeling on the floor with his chest laying
on the bed. A single candle burns on the opposite side of the bed, illuminating the form of
the sleeping boy. A brief faint jingle of bells sounds, waking the boy up. As if filled with an
unearthly energy, the boy, barefoot and in his pajamas, gets out of bed and walks around his
father, out into the living room.

INT. LIVING ROOM—NIGHT
The living room is dim, lit only by dying embers in the fireplace. A tall figure, submerged in
shadow, stands by the Christmas tree with his back turned to the boy, holding and studying one
of the family's presents.
THE BOY: {whispers to himself) Father Christmas.
Hearing the noise, the figure turns around and steps into the firelight, revealing himself to be a
man dressed in dark clothing. He stares at the boy, smiling kindly.
DEATH: (warmly) Ah, there you are! It's so good to finally meet you! Now, if you don't
mind, we must get going.
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The boy, still barefoot and in his pajamas, grabs his bag of figurines from the mantle above
the fireplace and eagerly follows Death, who sets the present back under the tree, out the door.
EXT. IN FRONT OF THE BOY'S HOUSE—NIGHT
Death and the boy walk out into the moonlit street. All is silent and still, save for a gentle
snowfall and an echo of hymns coming from the church.
THE BOY: Can I help you give the townspeople gifts, sir?
DEATH: (taken back by such an eccentric request) Give ... gifts? My dear boy, I haven't the
faintest idea what you're talking about!
The boy, full of vigor, is already leading Death down the street to a house by the time he finishes
his reply. Death, curious but slightly annoyed by this innocent boy, follows behind.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF A GIRL'S WINDOW—NIGHT
When they reach the house, the boy turns and stares at Death in anticipation. Slightly perplexed,
Death returns the gaze.
THE BOY: What are you going to give her, sir?
Death searches his pockets.
DEATH: I haven't a thing to give!
THE BOY: (handing Death a figurine) Here.
Death, with a raised eyebrow, looks at the boy, looks at the figurine, then goes inside. Once in
the room, he looks at the boy through the window and shrugs his shoulders, motioning to the
boy for help. The boy motions for him to leave it on the nightstand. Death quickly walks over to
the nightstand and leaves the figurine there, then quickly walks back out.
DEATH: I gave her the toy. Now, we really must be going. You and I have a schedule to
keep.
THE BOY: No, no, follow me! I'll show you where the next house is!
The boy runs off. Death looks on after him.
DEATH: {puzzled) Peculiar child.

EXT. OUTSIDE COUPLE'S WINDOW—NIGHT
When Death catches up to the boy, he is handed another smallfigurine. After a moment, Death
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gets a twinkle in his eye.
DEATH: Watch this.
Death slips around the corner and vanishes. As the boy watches through the window, he notices
a shadow stretch outwardfrom within a dark corner of the room. As the shadow nears the bed,
it detaches itself from the floor and stands upright. Death's features appear out of this dark
mass. He winks at the boy, whose jaw drops in wonder at this abnormal trick. Death sets the
figurine down and exits. When Death rejoins the boy, he is somewhat thrilled.
DEATH: Where shall we go next?
The boy points his finger at the houses lining the street, then hands Death a handful of figurines
from his bag. Death laughs, runs off into a dark alley, and appears on the rooftops, silhouetted
against the night sky. He begins to dance along the rooftops, dropping figurines down the
chimneys as he passes. The boy laughs at the goofy, slender figure of Death, who, seeing the boy
respond to his exaggerated antics, dances even more wildly until he disappears from sight. The
boy races around the street corner to look for Death.

EXT. GRAVEYARD—NIGHT
The boy comes upon a graveyard and slows down, stopping and looking at it in a sudden spirit of
reverence. It sits enclosed along the edge of town, with dark woods lining the back fence. Death
is nowhere in sight. A strange, etherealforce beckons to the boy. For a moment, he is hypnotized.
Death appears and studies the boy.
DEATH: (solemnly) You feel it don't you? Are you ready to go now?
The boy snaps out of his trance andfaces Death.
THE BOY: Have I been a good child this year, Father Christmas sir?
The sudden change in the boy surprises Death, who also reverts back to his previous mood.
DEATH: (comically exaggerating) My boy, you are impeccable! You are a child of the
highest order.
Death leans up against a tombstone.
THE BOY: Where do you come from? The Great North?
DEATH: Nonsense! Where did you hear such a thing like that? This (gesturing to the
graveyard around him) is my workshop. I am from all around and within, my dear boy.
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By the time Death finishes his reply, the boy has again gone down the street and stopped in front
of an illuminated window. Death looks on and sighs.

EXT. IN FRONT OF WINDOW—NIGHT
Death walks up to the boy and looks inside the window. His mouth loses its upward curve and
returns to its solemn position. The boy hands Death another figurine, then watches as hegoes inside.

INT. OLD WOMAN'S DEN—NIGHT
An old woman is sitting in a rocking chair, reading a book by candlelight in her den. When
Death enters the room she does not see him but immediately senses his presence. A candle flickers
as he draws nearer. She holds out her hand to touch him, but he's already standing beside her.
He lowers his head next to her ear.
DEATH: (gently) Do not worry; you will be with me soon.
He leaves the figurine next to her and exits.

EXT. IN FRONT OF WINDOW—NIGHT
When Death is outside, the boy senses a change.
THE BOY: You're not really Father Christmas, are you?
Death shakes his head.

EXT. TOWN STREETS—NIGHT
By now the boy has begun to lose some of his energy and slow down. As he and Death walk,
they hear the faint sound of music coming from somewhere down the street. They go to the
source of the music and see that it is coming from the window of an old couple's house. They
look inside and see the couple dancing slowly, hand in hand, to music that's emanatingfrom a
recordplayer. Theirfaces are completely serene, and they are both at peace in each others arms.
Death watches this scene with the boy, then shifts his gaze from the couple to the boy, who is
still fixated on the couple. Death walks away as the boy continues to linger by the window,
transfixed by what he sees. After a long moment, he breaks his concentration from the old
couple and catches up with Death.
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EXT. IN FRONT OF BOY'S ROOM—NIGHT
When the boy reaches Death, he notices that Death is standing in front of his window. The boy
peers through the window and looks at his father, who hasn't moved since the boy left, lying
next to his empty bed. Death watches the boy to see what he will do. After a few moments of
staring and processing, the boy's face changes, as ifhe realizes that what he sees will no longer be
a reality for him. He goes into his house.

INT. BOY'S BEDROOM—NIGHT
The boy quietly walks over to where his father is sleeping. He slowly pulls out a figurine and lays
it on his empty pillow by his father.
THE BOY: (whispers) Merry Christmas.
He exits.

EXT. IN FRONT OF BOY'S ROOM—NIGHT
When he gets outside, he suddenly shivers and feels weak. His knees buckle. Death quickly
catches him and holds him up, comforting him with a quiet whisper. The boy turns and looks
into his room. The window frosts over, obscuring his father and his bed from sight. The boy
clutches his shoulders and shivers again. Death wraps a blanket around the cold boy.
DEATH: (tenderly) We really must be going now.
The boy looks up at Death and smiles, slowly reaching out and taking Death's extended hand.
He and the boy start to slowly walk toward the edge of town. When they get to the edge, they
disappear into the dark woods and are gone. A faint jingle of bells sounds their departure.
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The Devil Can Cite Scripture | Melissa Jerome
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Grandma Is Dead | Robbie Maakestad

Like stepping on that stick barefoot while
running through the new-green grass of spring, like
pulling the shard of wood from the soft underside
of my foot which had always known shoes, like
the dull ache that lingered on from
the twig's intrusion into my sole.

"Your Grandma is dead."
My mother's voice wavered, wavered
and then moved on.
I heard nothing else.

"Dead . . . Dead . . . Your Grandma is dead."

Stone-faced, I never cried.
But the dull ache lingered on from
the twig's intrusion into my soul.
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Falling Chain | Nicole Dynes

[Felt Pen on Matte Board]
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Six Sententious Stanzas On the Death of a Terrorist | Thaddeus Harmon

Osama Bin Laden died today,
and abstracted relief is leaking
through the orthogonal transmissions
my parents are rapt by,
intermingling with intervening vapors
of cooked eggs and brewed tea.

I breathe deeply, attempting
to inhale the implied emotion
of the news, but only grow
nauseous from the poultry-particulate
still meandering in the morning
atmosphere—redolent of geriatric farts.

Through squinting eyes, wet with
the reaching relief of a yawn,
I glimpse the image of the
man and cringe inwardly because,
despite his swarthy skin, and vacant gaze,
and earned infamy, I perceive something relatable,

an effervescent modicum of humanity
hiding (like a tiger cub stalking
a perched butterfly) behind the
sloping upturn of his gray-lipped smirk.
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For a horrifying moment of compassion,
his villainy unlatches itself from

my unwieldy schema and I am
unwillingly swept away,
imagining him weeping, slack-legged
before the blinding light of the I am.
I return to the droning propriety
of the newscasters Midwestern cadence,

and see only Western decadence,
a vacant dead star hiding there
behind her sanguine lips,
so firm and slopeless. Osama Bin
Laden died today, and I am left floundering,
conflicted, guilty no doubt of a tender treason.
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Austere |Jessie Riley

[Photograph]
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Dr. Verne | James Daniels

Part One: Dr. Verne Visits the Moon

I

n 1983, Dr. Verne discovered a new way to send people to the moon using nothing but

radio waves and telepathy. He called a conference of all the most famous scientists in

the world to watch him as he began his first journey through time and space.
"Come gather round," he whispered. He was a quiet man with a gloomy countenance,
and there are some who say he may have been raised by wolves. Furthermore, an early
experiment with Meloluplidium had reduced his voicebox to ashes, and, though he built a
replacement out of oscillators and a broken music box, he didn't speak loudly for fear his
voice would shatter.
"I have invented a means of projecting the human soul to the moon . . . via radio
waves," he said in his twinkling voice. The small crowd of scientists whispered among
themselves, their voices echoing across the domed and dimly lit ceiling. One of them
wanted to know more about the wolves.
"Listen up," said Dr. Verne, somewhat loudly, but not too loud. The crowd focused
all attention on him.
Dr. Verne was standing in his pajamas in front of a ladder that led up to a platform.
On the platform was a bed, and at the head of the bed was the base of the telescopic device.
Next to the bed was a nightstand with the only lamp in the entire room.
"I will lie down up there," he said as he pointed to the well-ordered bed, "and place
the viewing end of the telescope of dreams against my head as I sleep." He looked behind
him at the others, who nodded in understanding. Dr. Verne continued, "As I sleep, the
telescope will send my mind up into space, and I will find myself on the moon. He
gestured grandly toward the ceiling. Above the larger end of the telescope was an opening
in the dome, beyond which were faint stars and the glowing orb of a full moon.
"But isn't that prospect rather frightening?" asked Dr. Polktington, who never ate dairy.
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"Indeed it is," said Dr. Verne with a crooked smile. "But really, what could go wrong?"
The crowd nodded in agreement.
Dr. Verne climbed up the metal ladder and into the bed.
"Good night," he whispered, in a sweet and melodic voice. He placed his glasses on
the nightstand next to the bed. He pulled the comforter over his chin.
"Good night," the crowd whispered back.
And without further ado, Dr. Verne placed the narrow end of the telescope against
the top of his head and fell asleep—never to wake again.

Part Two: The Legacy of Dr. Verne
hey never did find out what went wrong that first time around, but they thought
perhaps it had something to do with the metaphysical dynamic between mind and
body. Philosophers set out to write brilliant treatises on what must have gone wrong, but
the furthest they ever got was, "Farewell, Dr. Verne."
Dr. Verne was gone, but they soon discovered he had whole notebooks full of charcoal
sketches and charts and diagrams for various brilliant contraptions that were never built.
Ironically, as is often the case, his genius was realized more in his absence than when he
was alive. And when his plans to build an intergalactic, empathetic resonator were finally
put into place, they built it in his memory.
On what was once Dr. Verne's desk, they placed a beige computer with a black screen
covered in green text. Sitting on top was an oscilloscope for calibrating the internal sonic
banks to resonate with the music of the universe. A renaissance man, Dr. Verne had been a
composer, mathematician, but most of all, he was the captain of his inner starship.
Not without fear, they tuned the first oscillator to the rather low hum of Venus. When
they closed their eyes, they could easily see the surface of that distant world. A pure sine
wave danced across the screen.
One by one they added the harmonics of the stars until a droning, throbbing sound
pulsed throughout the room. In their minds they could see the entire night sky. But they
could see more than just that. With a simple thought or two, the scientists could extend
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their collective vision to the farthest edges of the universe. And the sound of it brought
tears to their eyes.
In memory of Dr. Verne, all the greatest scientists in the world got together and
collectively wrote and published a book entitled All the Worlds That Could Have Been. The
book asked the reader—earnestly, pleadingly—"Think of the things Dr. Verne could have
invented, had he not forgotten the moon was full!"
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Chicago, 1893 | Taylor Blake
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The Battle of Kenmore | Mary Tait

Crusty cold jellies cover the floor of the fridge,
A purple-pink splatter upon the once white surface,
The blood of a fallen warrior-jar
Who tumbled from the top,
Shattering into shards buried long ago.
Scattered between the ranks of shelves lie
The sprinkled remains of petrified food:
Banana body fossils,
Mummified melons,
And the crusty cadavers of some mystery meal
Munched by the gnaw of time.
White fuzz covers the plates like snowfall,
Blanketing bowls and boxes,
Beneath which lie cold casserole concoctions
Once exploding with flavor.
The green fuzz fills the empty patches,
The grass over a cooked creature,
Spurting spouts of soporific confetti
As it tumbles into the trash.
Sticky syrup coats the jars and jugs
Lined on the counter like a row of bloodied soldiers,
With uniforms ripped and stained
So no one can quite read their names.
And as the brigades of bleach brush the shelves,
Metal gleams.
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As rags rinse the blood away,
Wrongs are righted.
As the soldiers are scrubbed,
They return to their ranks.

Peace returns to the chilly land, and
I shut the door and heave a sigh.

Now to clean the other side.
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Apple with Tulips| Patricia Logan
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The Pearl | Amy Green

A

s Celia Montgomery entered the shop, the globes of the chandelier hanging from

the ceiling clashed quietly, like schoolgirls whispering secrets.

Strange. No breeze fanned her skirt or blew across the back of her neck, damp with
sweat. It was unseasonably hot for October, almost too hot to be moving at all.
She shut the door carefully. Every move she made in antique shops was careful, every
gesture more restrained, every word slightly softer so as not to disturb the relics of the
past. In that sense, it was like entering a church.
But unlike a church, this shop had what she was looking for. Celia was sure of it.
Each jangling piece of glass and dusty antique told her this, softly and persistently.
But what am I looking for? Almost without thinking, Celia twisted her wedding ring
around her finger. The diamond was flawless, just as Alec had desired. For the first time in
her life, Celia had all she ever wanted. Still, it couldn't hurt to look, she decided.
There were shelves everywhere in the shop, weighted with odds and ends. Larger
items clustered around them like bits of flotsam

washed up on the beach, treasures

waiting to be found by someone patient enough to look.
The only other person in sight was a woman with wispy blonde hair who was seated
at a scarred upright piano. Her eyes were closed, and, though her fingers barely touched
the keys, she looked like she was playing a silent melody.
Suddenly, the woman stopped and turned to her. "May I help you?"
"Just looking," Celia said automatically, brushing the woman aside with a polite
smile. Everywhere she went now, overeager clerks fussed over her every move. She loved
and hated it all at once, because it meant she was finally rich enough, significant enough,
to command the attention she didn't really want.
Celia began to browse, sandaled feet treading softly on thick carpet. It took only
a few seconds to notice that something seemed out of place. Among the antiques were
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strangely modern items. Two paperback books, shining with newness, the spines never
broken. A mounted fish with glazed eyes, stiff, but defiant. An electric guitar that seemed
to scream out music from still strings.
"What are these doing here?" she finally asked, gesturing to a row of shot glasses that
formed a colorful directory of all the casinos in Las Vegas.
The woman glided over. "I sell treasures of all kinds," she said simply. Her eyes were
a pale shade of gray that hardly looked like a color at all, as if something behind the
woman's eyes had faded, like clothes worn and washed for many years. The gold nametag
she had pinned to a lacy white blouse was strangely blank.
Somehow, Celia found herself looking back at the antiques, although she didn't
remember turning away. Next to the shot glasses was a silver watch dangling from an old,
rusty nail. The hands were motionless.
Celia picked up the watch. As she did, a face rose, specter-like, to meet her: a young
girl with dark, solemn eyes and a tattered black hat perched on her head, dripping with
rainwater.
Celia recoiled, dropping the watch on the carpet. As soon as it left her hand, the face
and the hat and the rain disappeared. "I ... I saw someone," she managed.
The woman didn't seem alarmed. "That doesn't surprise me. You seem to be a
sensitive soul."
"Who did I see?" Celia asked. "The former owner?"
The woman smiled. "Close, but not quite. You saw the owned."
"The owned," Celia repeated, staring past the woman at another shelf. It held the
Holy Family carved out of dark, polished wood. Jesus was still in the manger instead of
on the cross. Those seemed to be the only two positions he was ever in.
"They belonged to an old pastor," the woman said, disturbing the silence. "One who
wanted badly to be approved of, to be loved by his parishioners." She picked up the figure
of the infant Jesus and held it out. "Care to see?"
Celia's fingers came close enough that she could see a vision of a withered hand
placing the figure on an altar crowded with poinsettias. Then she drew back. The vision
faded. "No, thank you. I'd rather not."
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"He was a rare one," the woman said, speaking like a widow at a funeral. "So close,
yet. .
But Celia had moved on. She felt light-headed, almost giddy with the power of it
all. Her fingers grazed an intricate music box, a triumphant saber, a worn wallet. Each
showed her another person from another age.
They never spoke, never looked at her with their dim eyes. Yet, Celia was sure she
knew their life stories from one brief touch. She knew their souls.
Celia didn't know how long she stayed in the shop. An hour perhaps, though it felt
like seconds. A brief glance at the window told her the sky was getting darker. It must be
the storm. Maybe the heat wave would break.
It was hot inside the shop, Celia realized suddenly. She had been so absorbed with
the faces that she hadn't noticed. As she picked up a lace fan from a shelf, an elegant
duchess with an unpleasant, puckered frown wavered in front of her face. Celia quickly
set the fan down.
On the back wall was a mirror, surrounded by scrolled silver and glinting with the
dull promise of elegance. A smile teased the edge of Celia's mouth. "Mirror, mirror, on
the wall, who's the fairest of them all?"
"Yes," a voice whispered. Celia jumped. She hadn't realized how close the woman
was. "That is the story of this treasure, repeated many times."
Celia didn't touch the frame, choosing instead to look into the glass. She could see
herself, thin, pale, and smiling. She could see the shelves of antiques in the background.
But the woman was not there.
She must have moved. But Celia could feel the warmth of the woman beside her still,
breathing slowly, evenly.
"A trick mirror," Celia said, forcing a garden party laugh. She turned to the woman
to make sure she was really there. "Sold in magic stores to create an illusion."
The woman shrugged with a sparrow-like twitch of her shoulders. "Most things are
illusion."
Celia turned back to the mirror and froze. There, glinting in the reflection, was the
treasure she had been looking for, the force that had driven her to the shop that day.
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It was a pearl pendant, hanging in the center of the window display. Celia couldn't
imagine how she had missed it before.
The woman must have followed her gaze, because she began to laugh, a deep,
soothing chuckle. "Of course. The pearl."
Celia didn't remember turning, or moving at all, but suddenly the pearl was in front
of her, dangling star-like against a backdrop of dark velvet. Its chain was made of tiny,
perfect links, the clasp an intricate lock. "It's beautiful," she said, reaching for it.
The moment she touched it, the faces rose up, appearing and disappearing like waves
in the ocean. A dark-skinned man, glistening with sweat and saltwater, held the pearl
high, broken oyster shells at his feet. A gaunt, spectacled man examined it with careful,
bony fingers under a bright light. An aging woman, shrouded in silk, swayed to silent
strains of music and clasped the pearl pendant that dangled from her neck. Then a crisp,
broad-shouldered man with clean fingernails took it out of a vault, staring at it with hard,
black eyes.
With each face that passed, Celia fought the urge to claw at the air, to wound these
people with their smug possession of the pearl. What did they do to deserve it? Nothing.
It could have just as easily been hers.
It would be hers. She blinked and pulled her hand away from the pearl to make the
faces disappear. It would be hers.
She turned around. The woman was watching, waiting. "How much does it cost?"
Celia demanded.
A small, wistful smile. "More than you can pay."
Celia drew herself up to her full height. "Perhaps you underestimate me."
The woman's cold gray eyes locked with Celia's. "I never underestimate. Not anyone
or anything."
In the silence, Celia was sure she could hear the silver watch running again, needling
away the long seconds. She could picture the girl with the solemn eyes asking her,
"Consider—is it worth the price?"
"Yes," Celia whispered to herself.
She opened her pocketbook. "I'll offer you five thousand dollars," she said, affecting
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her usual casual air when dropping large numbers. "Much more than it's worth."
"Worth," the woman mused. "You can never offer more than something is worth. By
naming the price, you deem it worthy of that payment."
"Then you'll sell it to me?" Celia knew it was a mistake to sound eager, but she
couldn't contain the burning feeling that she must have the pearl.
"No," the woman said, still calm. "That is not the right price."
Celia fought a growing rage. She wants to keep it from me. Her trembling hands
could no longer hold the pocketbook. It clattered to the floor. "You don't understand. I
would give anything. Everything I have."
"I'm sorry, but I cannot accept your offer."
The woman was laughing at her. Celia was sure of it. She wants to keep me from the
pearl. The thick, oppressive heat of the shop seemed to beat down on her. Celia thought
she would collapse. She fought back, struggling to keep her mind focused on the pearl. I
cannot leave here without it. It would destroy me.
No one would know. The thought came suddenly, and with it an increased heart rate
that drowned out the ticking of the silver watch.
Alec always insisted that she carry a gun, a tiny, graceful pistol. When he found out
Celia wanted it, Alec had paid extra for one with a pearl handle. Celia laughed at the
irony.
No one was around. No one would know.
The pearl. The pearl would be, must be hers.
The gun was in her hand, somehow, cold and hard. With one last look at the pearl,
glowing like the entire world, Celia turned and shot the woman in the heart. The bullet
went through her and into the mirror, breaking it into a thousand screaming pieces.
But the woman did not fall. She just looked at Celia with those unwavering gray
eyes.
"No," Celia said, her mouth dryly forming the word. No other words came.
The woman held out her hand, and, numbly, Celia placed the gun in it. The woman
appraised it carefully, then pointed it at her. "If you deem the pearl worthy of death . . ."
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she began. That same wistful smile again, tinged with a note of sadness. "Then that's what
it costs."

<1/3

It was time for the shop to close. The woman was moving on again, this time to a
dim, run-down booth in a Chinatown back alley, one with a faded silk canopy and garish
golden statues by the cash register.
Everything was packed, everything but the last treasure, the one the woman would
use to replace the shattered mirror. Quietly, gracefully, she knelt beside the body and slid
the ring from its delicate finger.
As soon as she touched the gold band, she saw Celia in her wedding gown, beautiful
but miserable, surrounded by admiring people but completely alone. Celia was smiling
because the wealth and status she was gaining were worth it. Worth everything.
It made the woman feel better, somehow. Celia Montgomery had been dead before
she entered the shop. She was, and had always been, one of the owned.
The woman wrapped the ring in a silk handkerchief and tucked the bundle gently in
one of the boxes. It would make a good window display.
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Swings | Brad Nickerson
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I Can Write the Verses | Mario Gonzalez
Translation of Puedo escribir los versos mas tristes . . . | Pablo Neruda

I can write the saddest verses tonight.

I can write, for example: "The starry night
Shivers with blue stars in the distance."

The wind of the night sings and tours the sky.

I can write the saddest verses tonight.
I loved her, and at times she loved me.

On nights like tonight I held her in my arms.
I kissed her many times under the infinite sky.

She loved me, and at times I loved her.
How could I not love her great still eyes.

I can write the saddest verses tonight.
To think that I don't have her. To feel that I have lost her.

To hear the immense night, even more immense without her.
And the verses penetrate my heart like dew on the pasture.

What does it matter that my love could not keep her.
The night is starry and from me she goes further.
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That is all. In the distance someone sings. In the distance.
My soul does not agree with having lost her.

To reach her, my eyes search for her.
My heart searches but she is not nearby.

The same night whitens the same trees.
But we, of that period in time, are no longer.

I no longer love her, surely, but how I once loved her.
My voice searched for the wind to touch her ear.

Another's. She will be another's. Like she was before my kisses
Her voice, her fair skin. Her infinite eyes.

I no longer love her, surely, but maybe I do.
Love is so short, and forgetting is so long.

Because on nights like tonight I held her in my arms,
my soul does not agree with having lost her.

Although this is the last pain she causes me,
and these are the last verses that I write for her.
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Surreality | Sean Taylor
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Flicker | Kyle Carruthers

A writhing and shrieking force of fury,
The moth dances and jerks with agonized rage.
"Let me go. Let me go,"
He sobs to the flame.
"I am afraid of the dark."
His chains clang and shout with their darkness
Forged in the spaces between the soul.
The flame blares and glares with molten kisses.
Its tongue laughs as it sits and spectates.
Away and to. Away and to.
The moth is torn asunder.
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The Sky and the Earth | Celeste Harris

I

t was love, a love damned from the start. It was the day the sky fell in love with the

earth.
The sky looked down from her place above and saw the great expanse below. She saw

the highest mountains and the deepest valleys. She saw the trees, flowers, and grass, and
oceans miles wide. She saw streams and hills and waterfalls, and every season in its turn,
summer, spring, winter, fall. She saw beauty. She saw something far different than what
she knew, something spontaneous, something that dared to change, something fearless.
She saw color and joy and beauty.
For the very first time, the sky felt love.
The earth looked up from his place below and saw the great expanse above. He saw
the sun and the moon and the stars. He saw the loveliest shade of blue. And every day, he
saw the colors of the sunset and the sunrise: the pinks, oranges, purples, and reds. He saw
beauty.
But he also saw fear. He saw a fear of change, a fear of stepping out of the expected, a
fear of the unknown. He saw routine.
The earth hated routine.
For the very first time, the sky felt heartbreak.
The sky changed from its lovely blue to a sad gray and began to cry. The sky cried and
cried and cried. Along with the brokenness, the sky felt anger. She began to scream and
yell at the earth. The earth didn't love her, and the sky was broken.
The earth below could feel the sky's hurt. He saw the gray, he heard the thunder, he
felt the rain. He couldn't see what he had learned to expect from the sky; he couldn't see
the sun, moon, or stars, or even the sunrise or sunset. He couldn't see what he loved most
about the sky, her radiant blue.
Finally, the earth saw a change in the sky. He saw the sky refuse to do what was
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expected of her. He saw her be fearless. He saw her deviate from her routine. He saw the
sky change.
For the very first time, the earth felt love too.
And as the sky continued to change, the earth could feel himself change as well. With
each tear, with each drop of rain, the earth could feel himself fall in love with the sky.
With each raindrop, the earth could feel himself grow. He grew and grew and grew, higher
and higher and higher, and reached with everything he had. He had to reach the sky. He
had to tell her he loved her.
But the earth couldn't reach the sky.
The earth began to scream for the sky, trying to get her attention. He screamed so
hard that all of him shook. The sky felt the earth quake and looked down, and saw him
reaching for her. She stopped her screaming and crying and began to reach for him as well.
But no matter how far they reached, no matter how hard they tried, they couldn't reach
each other.
They could never be together. They were too far apart.
The earth began to scream and shake again. He shook and shook until he started to
crack.
For the very first time, the earth's heart broke, too.
They watch each other from afar, broken and longing for one another. Wishing the
space between them didn't exist.
Each time it rains, the sky is crying for the love she never truly had.
It was a love damned from the start, the day the earth fell in love with the sky.
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Stillness | Jack Davies
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A Question to Her Theology Professor, Who Said that
Matter Is Just a Medium | Ellen McConnell

If matter is a medium—mere dust
With which the Lord our God compounded us—
A cosmic paint, like that which Dali dipped
His brush into, to swell a fleshy hip
And tickle tigers orange; or like a flute
That may to disembodied wind impute
A sharp, blue voice of haunting harmony
Wailing within a stormy symphony—

If matter is a medium, devoid
Of the imago dei it first enjoyed,
And merely serves the function of a cloak
To drape around our selves (the spirit-smoke
Of consciousness that will alone endure
The end of Earth)—in short, if you are sure
That souls from bodies are more separate
Than voice from wind, or paint from its portrait,

Would you say, too, that in your bread and wine
You've never drunk nor tasted the divine?
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Memoir of a Memory | Lindsey Snyder

I

remember what was going on during the seven o'clock hour eight years ago, on

September 18, 2003. I remember every person I have ever met. I remember what I

have eaten for breakfast, lunch, and dinner for the past twenty years. I remember every
word I have read, every syllable heard, every smell and taste I have ever encountered.
It is a curse I share with no one.
I suffer vivid memories of regrets and tangible images of the trivial. Just when I
think my brain cannot possibly handle storing another thing, my capacity seems to
increase.
The wind of memory constantly pummels my face, but soon it will cease. Soon I
will be normal. I will be free. I write now in order to inform myself what has happened.
If I retain nothing else, I must never fail to remember this particular occasion.
The scientist was sweating raindrops and his hands were shaking as he gingerly
held the check. We were in his private laboratory in his mansion in Switzerland. The
walls were white, the tile floor stained with unknown chemicals. Twenty shelves of
medicine prototypes and laboratory equipment were lined up like soldiers awaiting
their commander's order. Tubes, vials, and beakers twisted across four tables forming a
rectangle in the center of the room. Dr. Reynolds and I stood at the doorway that led
from his lab to his dining room.
"This is a lot of money," he whispered, as if the check would escape his greedy hands
if he said the words too loud.
"I've waited three years, seven months, two weeks, five days, thirty-two minutes, and
forty-five seconds for this appointment. Did you think I would come empty-handed?"
Dr. Reynolds lifted his head slightly, still keeping a wary eye on the check.
"You must understand my doubt. I am extremely well-off and yet this is simply . . .
well, it is certainly improbable."
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"Would you like me to take it back?" I asked sarcastically. My patience was wearing
thin. My memories overwhelmed me during times of stress. Now, they were fighting like
savage gladiators in a coliseum.
In response, the scientist cleared his throat in a self-important fashion. He folded
the precious check and tucked it into his lab coat pocket. He knew that he was not
being defrauded, because I had shown him my bank account and taken him step-by-step
through how I had honestly obtained such a sum. His wild eyes betrayed his enthusiasm.
"Before we continue, we must go through several procedures." He had composed
himself for the sake of science, and was back in his element. "Come, sit." He led me to
a stiff-backed chair next to one of the dark gray tables. Reynolds sat on the edge of the
table, turning his bespectacled face toward me. His arms folded across his chest and he
stared at me with piercing green eyes.
"First, I would like to witness your aptitude in short-term memory." He handed me
a newspaper that lay limp next to him.
"If you are as talented as you claim to be, you will be able to recite the entirety of
this paper to me. I will give you five minutes to look it over. I want every detail. If one
word is wrong, the deal is off."
"Fair enough," I respondedwith ease. The New York Times. Aclassic choice.The headline
read: STUDY BY REYNOLDS CHANGES FUTURE OF MIND DISORDERS. How
clever, giving me a little advertisement as an arrogant assurance of his abilities. I scanned
the first page and flipped through the remaining twelve, drinking in every word. I wasn't
trying to memorize, but my brain was already reading the words back to me.
"Time's up!" Reynolds shouted, whisking the paper from my hands decisively. He
turned to the first page, smoothed out the wrinkles I had created, and nodded at me.
"'The mind is a powerful thing, the memory being a faculty of extreme importance
for everyday life. It is my pleasure to announce the end of memory-related illness,' said
Dr. James Reynolds, acclaimed scientist ..." I spoke fast, with little emotion. I wanted
to get it over with as soon as possible. The longer the delay, the more I was in agony.
"Impressive," Reynolds praised after I had finished. Then, out of the blue, "What
were you doing on July 15, 2001?"
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"Be more specific."
"What were you doing at 3:34 p.m. on July 15, 2001?"
The date hit me squarely in the face. It was as clear as if I was watching a scene
from my life. The date had triggered the memory, and for a moment I could not focus
on anything else. "I was eating a funnel cake at the wheat festival with an acquaintance,
Amy Frill. We were sitting at a picnic table in the middle of the fairgrounds. It was a hot
day, but not bright. A man in a plaid shirt and jeans with holes in the knees walked past
us and waved. I didn't wave back."
"Very good, but you could have just as well made that up."
"Do you really think I would pay you that unspeakable amount of money so that I
could come here and lie to you?"
The scientist considered the question for a moment, a plastered smile on his face.
He didn't like me. I could tell.
"Without your approval, I looked up a book you were required to read in the fifth
grade. It is entitled—"
"Bridge to Terabithia," I interrupted.
"Recite chapter five to me now."
I proceeded without further consideration. After I had recited the full chapter, he
stopped me with an authoritative raise of his hand.
I tapped my foot on the ground repeatedly, my nerves giving way to a full invasion
of middle-school memories. The scientist paused to study me. He scratched his head and
consulted some notes he had taken. Finally, he spoke. I realized that I had been waiting
with bated breath.
"One more thing . . ."
Oh.
"If my instinct is correct, there is a particular recurring memory that you want to
be rid of." Dr. Reynold's voice was soothing, almost agonizingly so.
Pain shot through my head as I stepped back ten years. I began shaking and tears
formed in my eyes. How could he? How could he ask me this, knowing how much I
would suffer? This sadistic, maniacal man.
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My vision blurred, then faded, and I saw. I saw through my tears as my brother shoved
me against the brick wall of the downtown candy store, Tricks and Treats. It was as if I was
living it over again. My head vibrated like the string of a bass reverberating in a concert
hall. A bruise was forming, but I didn't care. I chased after my brother. I had been running
after him for the past thirty-two minutes. It was 12:01 a.m. when I noticed he had gone.
I saw it coming, really. The past few weeks had been especially difficult for our
family. Caleb was my support system. He had always treated me well and sympathized
with my overload of memories. He made sure I was provided for when no one else
would. Every night, without fail, he told me that he loved me and that soon, things
would get better. Even if he could not stop the hurt, he lessened the sting.
But, like an ancient clock, his energy had finally halted its methodical ticking. And
now, my big brother was running fast, faster than I had ever seen him run.
I hoped for the best, even as I chased him down Fifteenth Avenue with the crescent
moon peeking through the eerie clouds. Even when he ordered, "Go home!" in a tone I
had never heard from him, my resolve remained strong. Neighborhood dogs taunted me
from their cages as I sprinted down the streets. Each of the thirty-six barks was like an
alarm, alerting me to reality.
It was not until Caleb reached the old Wal-Mart parking lot that I realized I didn't
stand a chance. Caleb's short legs worked double-time to get to the red Ferrari. Its
engine was revving. A lone, silver scratch marred the driver's door. In the front seat
was my brother's girlfriend as of two weeks ago. Her eyes were restless as she motioned
urgently to my brother. Her hair was full of static, as if the intensity of the moment
literally electrified her.
Just a few yards. Nine feet. Five. Caleb leaped into the passenger's seat just as I reached
the car.
"Don't leave me," I sobbed, starting to scramble frantically into the car. Caleb's
girlfriend was dumbstruck.
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" M i l l . . C a l e b spoke softly. H e pushed me off the car and held me until exhaustion
turned my feet to clay. Caleb grabbed my right hand, smiling sadly at me.
"I can't do this anymore."
It was code for: "You're not worth the pain, Millie."
And I realized as I blacked out that I would never see my brother again.

C/5

For the thousandth time, the most tragic moment of my life had been replayed. I
had never become numb, because each time felt more real than the last. Dr. Reynolds
looked at me with alarm. My intensity had shocked him. After a few moments, he licked
his lips and shook his head. He pondered over his notes. His neurotransmitters were
surely firing bullets in his brain.
"It seems to me that you are abandoning a rich talent. The studies that could be
done on your brain . . . remarkable, really. You should consider keeping your gift a little
longer and—"
"I have kept it long enough," I managed to choke out among the constant flow of
relived moments.
Dr. Reynolds looked disappointed. His expression sagged, but he showed respect
for my decision.
"As you know, I had to reverse and intensify the effects of my memory pills, which
took an extensive amount of time and energy. I have made very few tests with these pills.
I feel quite unethical giving one to you now."
I looked at him expectantly. The scientist nodded resolutely and picked up one more
piece of paper that lay beside him. He handed it to me, along with a pen.
I am not signing my life away. I am going to be normal. I am going to live without
unforgettable regrets. I will be free. Even so, I hesitate. My hand clenches the paper
tightly, crumpling the side of it.

I will not hold Dr. Reynolds financially or otherwise accountable for any damage caused
by the consumption of this medicine.
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I sign my name on the line below: Millie Watkins. Its time.
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"She's been reading it over and over," the nurse whispered to the stoic man on her
right. He breathed a quiet sigh of relief, though he didn't yet feel absolved of guilt, as
he thought he would. Why had it been so much easier to convince Dr. Reynolds to give
her the debilitating pill rather than humble himself and ask for forgiveness? Caleb didn't
know. But she wasn't suffering now. And neither was he.
The time was 4:35 p.m. on September 22, 2011. She had taken the pill four days
earlier.
The walls were white, the sheets were white, the nurse and the doctor wore white.
The room was still with solemnity. Millie would not remember this, but Caleb would
never forget.
"What? It can't be!" Millie shouted for the hundredth time. And then she proceeded
to read again the memoir of her last memory.
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A Family Affair | Nicole Dynes

[Clay with Iron Khaki Glaze]
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Echo Company | Corinne Hills

I said goodbye to you at Gate 12 and thought I would never breathe again.

I counted every day and prayed every night. Sleep wasn't rest but torturous images of you
stepping on a landmine, catching a sniper's bullet, roasting in a suicide blast.

And then you were standing on the front porch, holding your duffle bag with your one
remaining arm. The sadness in your eyes hurt worse than months apart. I held you. And
we cried.

When the tears dried, I realized that happily ever after is bittersweet.

(W90iw
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The Regal Young | Rachel Nolan

[Photograph]
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There Is a Sea | Thaddeus Harmon

There is a sea that materializes
and stretches away between us
when I move to speak. Simultaneous,
shocking, it always takes my

breath to steer its winds,
corral its clouds, and from my mouth
it takes all moisture for its
raging waters, so desperately

futile to move against.
I am without boat, friend,
and sinking.
You be the moon,
now.
My waves will follow.
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Labyrinth I | Jessie Riley

[Charcoal on Wood]
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One-Gun Salute I Drew Neuenschwander

B

efore the end of the night, the storm would blow over, freedom would reign, and first

light, at long last, would come.

Already, the first crimson embers of dawn glowed in the eastern sky, but much would
happen before the sun showed its flaming face.
The storm was approaching. Coal-black thunderclouds brewed above the fallen,
smoldering timbers of John Willard's former house.
At the edge of the burned ruins stood a bloodhound and a tall, stone-faced man,
Major Simon Willard: veteran militia man of Concord, faithful widower of the longdeceased Mary Willard, and grief-stricken father of one late son: John.
The previous evening, Salem Village's judge and jury had convicted John and handed
him over to the townspeople.
The mob had lynched him and torched his house by cover of night. Their eyes,
weakened by the darkness, had been easily stirred to zeal by the torchlight blaze of a
"holy and lawful" cause. The conviction had been based on the testimony of a vengeful,
unstable drunk whom John had jailed. The man had claimed he could see demons dancing
in John's eyes, and a group of superstitious women had emphatically agreed. That, alone,
had satisfied the jury.
The damage was done, yet Willard prayed, even now, for the dawn. Perhaps when God
arose and shone his first pure rays of discernment through the dissipating smoke, the people
of Salem Village would recognize their sins. These charred remnants and artifacts of John's
shattered life would surely testify against them.
Stranded amid seeping smoke and memories, Willard could feel the storm's approach
treading heavily upon his heart. He stepped onto a crude rock slab that had once been a
front stoop.
Six years ago on this threshold, Simon had shaken his son's hand, looking proudly
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into the eye of the newly appointed assistant constable of Salem.
Wiping the memory aside, he let out a heavy breath and trudged into the ruins; each
heavy step was shrewdly and steadily placed. Despite his years, Willard's frame was strong,
broad-shouldered and only slightly stooped.
Suddenly, the major heard a whimper; at the same time, he felt the rope in his hand
tug backward. He glared over his shoulder at the mutt, Russ, who was pulling away fiercely.
At a single angry word from the major, however, the dog tucked its tail and fell in
reluctantly behind him.
Even the dog seemed to sense evil's presence, though it was an unfamiliar visitor to
this house.
Simon had reared John here. His wife died when John was an infant, yet the child's
innocence and cheer had gradually cleansed the major's despair and taught him to hope.
Now, however, the milestones of Willard's past joys were all changed into horrible,
black gravestones.
As the major looked around, discerning where each room had stood, the memories
washed over him; difficult memories when Little Johnny took his first steps and a lot more
steps afterward, following his father around the barnyard and helping stack firewood every
evening.
Haunting memories of when the kid grew into a medium-sized Johnny and strutted
around proudly with that first coon tail pinned to his shirt. He told his daddy that he
wanted a baby sister, then skipped away before he could see his father's tears.
Infuriating memories of the young man who changed his name to Big John and went
to work for the miller, toiling hard all day long and coming home exhausted every night.
He was his mother's dream, and he made his father look like a foolish sinner.
Vile, excruciating memories of a respectable, young gentleman; Mr. John Willard ...
who enlisted with law enforcement, fell in love, and made his father a right-proud man,
ardendy anticipating his days as a grandfather.
But now all of Willard's hopes were dashed; his line was at an end.
In anger, the aged man bellowed a curse and crushed a seared crossbeam with the
heel of his boot.
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Russ, who'd been snuffling tentatively among the ashes, jerked his head up in alarm
at the crack.
Willard turned away, still trembling with rage. The major's greatcoat enshrouded
him, its long tails snapping back at Russ like serpents. The dog cowered.
Kneading his pocked chin against the handle of his cane, Willard gazed down at a
charred mantelpiece on the ground. Upon that mantel, a Bible, a Bible, had always rested.
And where had John's witch books been all along? The pagan talismans? The dark
parchments of rites and rituals?
Slowly, Simon squinted his eyes shut, feeling the sorrow and rage simmering.
Thunder roared in the distance.
John had been a good Christian man, a deputy constable no less. Yet, at the fall of a
judge's gavel, this great pillar of his community had been struck down.
The investigation had been conducted, the warrant issued, the arrest made, the trial
held and the hanging carried out—apparently fitting repayment for John's years of faithful
service.
Justice had been served; so said the judge.
Satan no longer dwelt here; so said the chaplain.
The public was again secure; so said the constable.
And it was all a filthy shame; so said the boy's father!
The events of the past night had seared a terrible flaw in the pure pearl of divine
justice, torn a mortal fray in the Union Jack.
Thunder grumbled overhead, like threats of a vengeful god. The same raven-black
darkness that had skewed the mob's vision was now rolling in; while clouds would bring
blindness, lightning would provide the impulsive spark. The same elements that had
claimed the major's son were rolling in to reap another life.
Turning back, Willard saw Russ standing over John's splintered bookshelf, one leg
lifted nervously.
Willard's foot crushed against Russ's side, throwing the dog aside with a yelp. Stupid
mutt!
Lightning spit, split, spat, and splintered in all directions. The storm was very near.
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Never in his life had Willard felt so overwhelmed by injustice.
A soldier's instinct coursed through him, and he balled his fist and rested the heel of
his hand on his saber hilt. This town owed a great debt to justice. Blood was owed for the
wrong against his son, and only blood would satisfy his lust for vengeance.
But by now, the storm had reached the major's heart, and he realized that he would
most certainly die hungry and unsatisfied. Age had overturned his proficiencies, and his
once zealous heart was now weary, encumbered with unspeakable scars.
The town would be spared for now . . . and left to God.
Willard had heard that the Mohegans of the South were regrouping to mount the
greatest Indian offensive since King Philip's War. This time, Willard certainly would not
guard the colony's door. Thus, perhaps the people would receive just retribution after all,
but the major doubted he would live to see it dealt.
Rain pelted down on the blackened refuse. Bitterly, the old man forged ahead through
the onslaught, Russ trailing along with great resistance.
The wind shifted, throwing a wet, icy wall back into the major's face and stopping
him mid-stride. The storm halted Simon as nothing ever had.
He stood in the wind, droplets clinging to raw, chapped flesh.
The rain soaked into the chiseled trenches of his forehead.
It slid and tumbled down high, craggy cheekbones.
It dripped from his blunt, crooked nose.
Yet still, the major stood.
Suddenly, a piteous whine sounded at the major's feet. Oddly oblivious to his master's
grief, Russ sat awkwardly on his haunches, a long soggy tongue lolling from one side of
his mouth.
Instantly, the sight of the lazy, mangy animal sent Willard's hand to his coat pocket—
where a matchlock pistol was tucked.
Eyeing the dog, he pulled out the weapon and turned it over in his hands, the answer
becoming clear. Around him, the rain began to ebb. The storm was passing, yet within
Willard, it still raged strong.
The major stooped.
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He reached down a gloved hand, and stroked the mutt's bony head.
Grasping the rope around Russ' head, he loosened it with a jerk, releasing the animal.
A clash of thunder. A surge of joy!
Without a moment's hesitation, Russ bolted away in a carefree lope, drinking in
freedom for the first time, a freedom that Willard would never know.
The major's jaw kinked into a peculiar smile as he raised the matchlock.
Raindrops ceased to fall altogether, encapsulating the moment in surreal silence.
This old dog would no longer serve his master, and now, the major would end its
pathetic existence.
Dashing from the obliterated shell of the house with his heart light and his eyes wide
to the beckoning wilderness, Russ streaked for the timberline.
Willard's long, gloved index finger found the feather-sensitive trigger.
Cold steel came to rest against the leathery flesh of the majors temple

just as the

smooth round of a hopeful orange sun bobbed above the horizon, overlooking a clear
morning sky.
The stabbing crack of a gunshot resounded through the valley.
The dog didn't look back.
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The Other World |Jennifer Dolezal

[Watercolor on Paper ]
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Pure | Valerie Prescott

Oh, if I could write pure poetry
Distilled seven times
So it burned on your tongue
And warmed in the pit of your stomach
And sent fire racing to your fingertips and toes
So perfectly refined it had no aftertaste
Nothing but the memory of a flavor
So exquisite
That you had to taste it again
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In the Clouds | Matt Walters

[Photograph]
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Waiting for a Train | James Daniels

at he did not realize, as he was waiting for a train, was what would happen when
came.
It was not just his world and the train that would grind to a halt. He did not know
that time itself would stop, and they would never find his left shoe, and a man he would
never meet in life would quit his job, and begin a new career of moving trains slowly
through the switchyard—far away from those with that dark and hopeless vision, that
unimaginable desire to self-destruct.
And because he could not understand—because he refused to even try to understand—
that the story would go on without him, he walked along the tracks, hoping it would be
painless.
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Pears | Patricia Logan

[Watercolor on Paper]
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The Doctor of Philosophy Makes a House Call | Ellen McConnell

Eliza May was paging through
Utopia by More
When the Doctor of Philosophy
Came knocking at her door.

He called, "Miss May, I hope you will
Excuse my bold intrusion
But lately I have heard report
Your thoughts are all confusion."

"Afraid it's true," Eliza sighed,
"I've had too much to think,
And thanks to Kant and Kierkegaard
My brain is on the blink.

What can I do? I'm pierced with mad
Ideas to the bone!
My head is pounding, and I fear
I'll trip on the unknown.

It's hard to breathe, with all I read
Of brains inside of vats."
"I understand," the Doctor said.
"Let's have a look at that."
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He spent the morning at her side
Examining her mind
And when he totaled the results
He grimaced at his find.

"It's not good news," he sadly said.
"According to inspection,
You're hooked on metaphysics and
You have a thought infection.

Your brain is turning on itself
And causing chronic doubt.
You're burning up with fever, and
We've got to put it out!"

"What should I do?" Eliza cried.
"Please, save me from this doom.
Would you prescribe some Socrates?
Or Heidegger? Or Hume?"

The Doctor laughed. "By Plato, no—
I'll tell you what to do.
You need a dose of dogma, dear,
To cure you through and through.
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A couple mantras, spoken daily,
Morning, noon, and night,
Will quickly douse your fevered doubt
And set your brain aright."

"But are there side effects?" she asked.
"Just one," he said with sorrow.
"You'll go through a withdrawal that
Will leave your daydreams hollow.

And if the mantra medication
Does what it should do,
You'll feel your sparkling, sizzling thoughts
Congealing up like glue."

"If that's the only way—" she said.
"It is," he reassured.
"All right," she said. "I'll close my mind
Until I'm fully cured."

So the Doctor of Philosophy
Departed, and Miss May,
Who was faithful to her mantras,
Never thought another day.
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Duplicate | Celeste Harris

[Photograph]
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Monument Circle. Downtown Indianapolis. Winter. | Robbie Maakestad

Dimly lit buildings cut the night sky—
metal and glass reflect the dull glow of the streets.
The stone tribute to fallen warriors extends
toward heaven where their souls now rest.
Frozen shops stare out upon the streets,
waiting to be melted awake with the dawn.
Streetlights gaze down upon the sidewalk,
casting cold halos on the cement.
Couples huddle as they scurry,
bundled in their winter coats.
Their visible breath rises up and up—
melting among falling snowflakes.
Speckled with salt and grime,
cars slush around the gray-red brick.
A carriage plods through the icy gutter;
halting, the horse paws the ground and snorts.
The city is frozen but for the few living
creatures who bring thaw to the streets.
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The Science of Thinking | Luke Lines

[Photoshop]
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Thirty-Seven | Maria Martin

T

hirty-six faces were turned toward Esther. Shed counted. Two men in suits at the

table nearest her. One of them sad, lonely. One man several yards to their left. One

man standing in front of her. And one seated at her right. Thirty-six faces, plus her: thirtyseven. She counted the ceiling tiles for a while, then noticed the lonely man's finger tapping
and counted the times it went up and down, up and down.
She smiled.
Up, down, up, down. The table seemed to quake almost to the point of collapse each
time the enormous finger brought its crushing power down on it. She was trembling, but
that didn't matter because the finger tapped thirty-seven times. Thirty-seven was her favorite
number. She'd counted thirty-seven nicks in the bench out back. Thirty-seven pockmarks
on the ceiling above her bed. Thirty-seven lights on the Christmas tree . . .
Esther's father had noticed when she started counting. A week later, he had bought
her a dark green calculator, and she kept it with her always. She reached into her pocket to
touch the calculator, her hand brushing the burgundy wool of her coat. She used to love this
coat. But, she had noticed, it had four big, black buttons. She couldn't stand the number
four.
It had been winter, only a month after she'd started counting. Esther had wanted
to wear her raincoat to school because it had nine buttons. Nine was her second favorite
number. There were nine trees in her backyard. She was nine years old.
"Why don't you like your coat anymore? It's such a nice shade of red," her father had
said. He held up the little wool coat with the four black buttons.
"It's burgundy!" Esther shouted, and then ran up the stairs two at a time. Seven pairs
of steps. Fourteen. She wore her nine-button raincoat back down the fourteen stairs, and
her father sighed, handed her a sack lunch, and halfheartedly tousled her hair as she went
out the door.
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"Miss Pierce?" Esther looked up. The old man was looking at her.
"Please, my name is Esther, sir." E-S-T-H-E-R. Six letters. P-I-E-R-C-E. Six. She
looked at the table in front of him. "Why do you have a hammer on your desk?"
"Miss ... Esther, I don't think you understand. Would you please answer the question?"
Esther looked at the standing man, the man who had asked. "I'm sorry; I don't remember
it, sir."
"Esther, I need you to tell me who .. ." His voice trailed off in her mind. He wore a pin
on his tie shaped like a little star, she noticed.
She let out a small laugh.
The night she started counting, she had run outside. She had been scared and cold. It
was a clear night, and a thin layer of snow lay on top of the grass. The wind bit at her wet
cheeks. She sat on the bench in the backyard, wearing her burgundy wool coat. Burgundy,
like raspberries. Not red, like . . .
She looked up into the sky at the stars, wondering how many there were. So she
counted. She lost count after thirty-seven. Thirty-seven stars in the sky. She'd known
nobody could count them all. There were too many. But it felt good to try. So she did, over
and over. Thirty-seven. Thirty-seven. Thirty-seven. She had stopped after thirty-seven and
started over each time, and soon she forgot what had frightened her. So she counted. That
night, she counted thirty-seven stars, thirty-seven blades of green grass poking through the
snow, thirty-seven dead branches on the trees in the woods behind the house, thirty-seven
dark lines in the wood of the bench. Always thirty-seven. She barely even remembered
being frightened. She looked down at her coat and touched the round, black buttons one by
one. One. Two. Three. Four. Rhythmic. Pressing. Overwhelming. Frightening. One. Two.
Three. Four. She tore off the coat and ran, counting her steps: . . . thirty-six, thirty-seven,
one, two, three . . .
"Esther?" The man with the hammer on his desk sounded irritated.
"I'm sorry, sir. I wasn't listening." She looked down at her lap, turning the calculator
in her pocket.
The standing man spoke, his dark eyes bright from the fluorescent

lights overhead.

"Esther, I need you to listen very closely. I know it's hard, but I just need you to answer.
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You can be done then."
Esther nodded. It was, after all, only one question.
"Who killed your mother?" Esther's breath left her for a moment, and she looked at the
ceiling to count the tiles. Seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve. But this time, the counting
couldn't keep her from remembering. Rhythmic. Steady.
She had rushed into the kitchen to show her father the coat her mother had bought
her earlier that day. But when she came down the stairs, her parents didn't notice her. There
were three glass bottles on the counter, two empty and one still half-full. A creased slip of
paper rested beside them, marked with neat little red numbers, spotted with watery stains.
Esther's mother backed away from her father, knocking a bottle to the ground. It shattered,
and Esther almost screamed.
"But it made her so happy," Esther's mother had said, shaking, cheeks rosy and shining
with moisture. She held her hands up in front of her, bent over.
Esther took a step back up the stairs. Her father growled, his attention focused on her
mother. He had her arm in his left hand and a knife in his right.
"Don't you love her?" Esther's mother said, and her father lurched forward.
One.
Two.
Three.
Four.
And it was over. For a moment, nothing moved. Then Esther's father had collapsed to
the floor beside her mother, and touched his forehead to hers, convulsing.
"Yes, yes, I love her. I love our girl," he had said, barely audible, but all Esther could
think of was the fast, steady rhythm. One. Two. Three. Four.
"Esther?" The standing man with the dark eyes called her back to the present. Esther
nodded at him. She opened her mouth to speak, but no sound came out and she pointed
instead.
The lonely man's finger stopped tapping.
She had almost let herself call him "Daddy."
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Eternal Longing | Sean Taylor

[Photograph]
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Grace | Mindy Kreilein

I know how
she felt the
day they brought
her before Him.
Caught in adultery,
she was
Broken and Dirty.
Ashamed.
Rejected.
Abandoned.
Hopeless.
Stained.
Angry and condemned.
They called her worthless. Trash. Harlot. Prostitute. Sinner.
I know how she felt as she knelt before Him because when I come
before Him, I feel it too.
Broken and Dirty.
Ashamed.
Rejected.
Abandoned.
Hopeless.
Stained.
Angry and
Condemned.
I feel worthless,
as if I'm trash.
And like her,
He knows.
He sees it all.
And he doesn't
condemn, reject,
or abandon me.
He simply loves.
And like he did
for her that day,
He pours out his
grace upon me.
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Rustic Unity | Kelly Raver

[Clay]
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The Bottles | Chandler Birch

I

t had been three weeks, but Drake Pallor still dominated Jack's thoughts.

My, how life changes us, Jack had mused when he'd happened to see Drake at their high

school reunion. The valedictorian writes a best-selling book one year out ofhigh school and—
ha!—never writes again. The boy who hid in the back of the classroom scrawling symbols on his
books comes out and takes over the world. My, my.
It had been an odd meeting, that one. Jack hadn't recognized Drake at first—who
would have? In high school, Drake Pallor was too shy to talk to shadows. But now, ten years
later, he had changed entirely: a corporate magnate, the unstoppable ruler of a company
before he'd turned twenty-eight. His eyes were bright, and his movements fierce. Real life
had turned Shaky Drake into Mr. Drake Pallor. He'd given everyone at the reunion his
card, as if to rub it in: I won. I've beaten you all in this. Come by, sometime, and see what my
victory has earned me.
And Jack Simon couldn't stop thinking about him. It had degenerated almost to an
obsession. He couldn't focus, couldn't think, couldn't write.
That last one wasn't new, of course. Writer's block had set in the day after The Life
of London Marsh had been published; since then, he hadn't typed out a full page without
deciding later to scrap it. It wasn't that stories weren't abundant; to the contrary, he
couldn't stop thinking of stories. But the words wouldn't come. He had lost the ability to
put ideas onto paper.
And now even the stories had vanished, replaced by Pallor's sparkling eyes and
earthquake voice. It was the man's energy, he supposed, the vivacity that so fascinated
him. How unfair was it that Jack—top of the class, Most Likely To Everything, bestselling
author—grew up to be lifeless, while Shaky Drake became wildly successful, almost a
force of nature?
And that had brought him here: to the richest neighborhood in town. To Drake
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Pallor's mansion.
Jack parked his sensible, cheap car and walked up the drive. Pallors home was
magnificent, in contrast to Jack's "romantic," all-too-cliche writer's apartment. Money
didn't flow here; it gushed.
The door was elegantly made: mahogany, gorgeous, with an intricate design
reminiscent of a spider-web on its face. Jack exhaled slowly and pressed the doorbell;
unsurprisingly, the tolling sound was audible even outside the house.
After only a moment, the door swung open, although Pallor wasn't there: instead,
a woman, breathtakingly beautiful, welcomed him. Jack's mind jammed like a broken
watch at the sight of her: tall, slender, with flowing blonde hair and eyes like blue ice. Her
fair skin almost shone in the ambient light.
"Jack, I assume?" she said coolly. "Drake has been expecting you. Come in."
"Expecting me?" Jack asked as he entered the house. The foyer was predictably aweinspiring: a vaulted ceiling, exquisite floors, furniture that was probably imported from
some faraway nation at a price that would have beggared anyone else. A great-grandfather
clock oversaw the living room. A massive rosewood bookshelf, filled with enough books to
keep a man busy for decades, covered the far wall. Jack scurried over to investigate as the
stunning blonde woman spoke.
"Expecting, yes. Drake's old friends love to visit. He's very friendly."
Jack ran his fingers over the spines, dazzled, and replied, "Yes. Yes, friendly. Magnetic,
almost. What did you say your name was?"
"Aranea. Aranea Pallor. His wife."
"Oh! Of course. Of course you are. Aranea—that's very pretty—ah, where is Drake,
exactly? I'd like to see him."
"Most likely downstairs," Aranea said, and left the room. Jack stared after her,
wondering what else Drake Pallor had that he wanted, and then returned to the books. So
many! Jack could only dream of owning such a library. He could only dream of a house
like this, or a wife like that. . .
"Oh, Jack! You came!"
Jack turned from the bookshelf to see Drake Pallor standing at the top of the basement
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staircase. It still surprised him to see his former classmate so bright and lively, and to hear
him speak—oh, how he spoke! Like a forest fire, like a hurricane! A far cry from the quiet
boy from high school.
"So good to see you again, Jack," Drake went on, grabbing him by the shoulder. Jack
took a last, desperate look at the bookshelf and caught a glimpse of The Life of Landon
Marsh in between the spines. Once upon a time, seeing his book on someone's shelf would
have thrilled him; now, it was only a reminder of the fact that he hadn't written anything
worth reading in nine years.
They spoke for nearly ten minutes, recycling inanities and rehashing all the insipid
details of their lives. When the conversation stuttered to a halt, Jack didn't remember a
word of it. After a moment, he forced himself to speak.
"I noticed you have my book."
"Yes! Saw your name on the bestseller list, and of course I had to have it. Although ...
no other books from you, eh? Run out of ideas?"
Jack scowled. "Too many. They're all there, in my head, but I can never—get them
out. I just can't write them."
Drake stared at him thoughtfully for a moment, then stood. "Come with me. I want
to show you something."
Jack followed him to the basement: a predictably marvelous wine cellar, filled with
more bottles than he had ever seen. Drake led him to the far end of the cellar, into the
velvety vermilion darkness, far from the stairs.
"Is there a light down here?" Jack asked, as Pallor rummaged in the dark.
"We leave it off," Pallor replied. "The light would be bad for the wine . . . this one
especially." He turned, presenting Jack with an extraordinarily strange bottle. The glass
was translucent, but black—a black so deep it gleamed, even in the twilit darkness of the
cellar. There was no label.
"What is this?" Jack asked.
"An exclusive brand. Sangres, it's called." Drake uncorked the small bottle and handed
it to Jack. "Care to try it?"
Jack raised an eyebrow, but took the bottle and sipped. At first, the wine was hardly
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remarkable—a bit strong, in fact. He tipped more into his mouth, and then . . .
It tasted of dawn, and of spring, and of bright beginnings. Jacks eyes widened, and he
stared at Pallor. He wanted to speak, but to do it he would need to swallow this wondrous taste.
"Really something, isn't it?" Pallor crowed, grinning. Keep that bottle. Its only a
sample, but it'll change your life."
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A week later, Jack was back on the doorstep, back at the mahogany door, getting lost
in the spider web pattern. This time, Pallor answered the door.
"Jack!" He smiled widely. "So good to see you again. Step inside.
"Drake," Jack stammered. "Drake, what is that stuff?"
Pallor only smirked in response. "I told you. I told you it would change your life.
"Change? You have no idea, Drake . . ."
Jack explained how he'd gone home and written—written all night, without stopping,
without sleeping, subsisting only on the Sangres. Every day after that, he d continued
one sip at sunrise, another at nightfall. Six days and seven nights of inspired creation. He
hadn't slept; he'd barely eaten; he had written. In six days he'd produced one-third of a
novel, and he knew already that it was flawless—the best thing he'd ever created, far better
than Landon Marsh.
"It's incredible, Drake," Jack gushed. "Like anything is possible. Like . . . like I can
just reach out and take." His eyes were wild, excited. "I can have whatever I want.
"And what do you want, Jack?" Drake asked softly, studying the man. Jack s eyes
gleamed desperately.
"I want more" he said huskily.
Drake's sanguine smile widened, shiny as a sickle moon, and he replied, Of course
you do."
"You do have more, don't you?"
"I do, Jack. But I gave you that sample bottle for free. Sangres doesn't come cheap."
"I'll pay anything. Anything."
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Drake paused, and then said, "I believe you. And I know you've got barely a dime to
your name anymore, so I'll tell you what: we'll write up a contract, like a check. You sign,
I sign, I give you one of my bottles, and you pay me back later. Deal?"
"Absolutely." Jack's eyes were wild. "Anything."
"I expected nothing less."

ess

Jack drained the bottle in an hour and then wrote for three days. The words came
faster than he could write them: beautiful, poetic, wonderful words that would make
grown men weep. He couldn't stop. The genius poured out of him, so fast that the hours
turned to a haze.
At some point during that golden fog, he remembered visiting Pallor's house again.
Drake hadn't been home—he was traveling, he'd be gone for weeks—and Aranea had
opened the door, lonely and gorgeous and intoxicating.
He remembered the haze, and he remembered taking what he wanted.

S/3

Jack returned to the house ten days afterward, stumbling to the doorstep as the sun
began to set. The hangover from the Sangres still clung to him, thirteen days afterward,
wrapping up his mind in cobwebs. The toll of the bell made his head throb, and in his halflidded vision the mahogany door looked black.
It creaked when Drake opened it, and Jack cringed.
"Jack? You don't look well."
Jack staggered past the door, into the home, and saw himself in the mirrored glass
opposite the door. Drake was right; Jack looked years—decades—older. His skin had
paled; his hair had developed gray patches; his eyes were dim. Even the soft red sunlight
filtering through the window-blinds made him squint. I m fine, Drake. Would you mind
if we closed the shades? It's so bright in here."
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Drake complied as Jack collapsed onto the sofa. "What are you doing here, Jack? Are
you all right?"
"I'm brilliant, Drake. Better than brilliant." He fixed his half-mast eyes on Pallor's
face and grinned sluggishly. "I sold it, Drake. My book. Wrote a full novel in two weeks
and a publisher's picked it up. I'm gonna be famous again, and it's all because of you. He
pulled a checkbook from his pocket. "They gave me a kingly advance. I'm rich enough to
repay you now. And—and to buy another bottle."
Drake's black eyes fell on the checkbook, then shifted to Jack's face. And he laughed.
"What's so funny? I'm here to repay my debt. Stop laughing! I'm trying to pay what
I owe you!"
Pallor guffawed one last time, then stopped, stared at Jack, and whispered, "You
didn't think you could repay with money, did you?"
Drake's eyes were suddenly dark. "I recall giving you a bottle. Permission to wrap
yourself up in my wife? I don't remember giving you that. She's—oh, she's quite expensive."
Jack froze. Drake stepped close, and pushed the familiar cold kiss of a bottle past
Jack's lips. It was empty—empty as a lightless night—and he felt a tugging in his chest.
"You know," Pallor said absently, as he tipped the bottle in Jack's mouth upward, "It's
strange how these things happen. The first thing you asked about Sangres was what it was.
Well, now you know. I told you, didn't I? I told you that it doesn't come cheap."
The bottle had been empty, but it was filling now, filling with a foul black liquid. Jack
couldn't move, couldn't scream. Slowly, he hollowed.
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Drake Pallor smiled his sanguine grin as he poured a glass of wine for his wife.
"He was very sweet, the first time," Aranea said.
Pallor nodded absently. "He did have a poet's soul, love."
On their couch, Jack's empty body slumped over. Pallor ignored it as he drank
triumphantly from a bottle—a bottle so black it gleamed in the dark.
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Life | Richie Nixon
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Ode to Oranges | Alyssa Golder

naranja translated to
color or fruit
tickling my tongue
with liquid gold
crystalized
into a honeycomb
child of daylight and soil
with sensually dimpled skin
that begs to be peeled in
one spiraling and reconstructable sphere
or in tiny pieces
to be scattered as
citric potpourri
that smells of long-lasting
memories of
springtime buds and
summer harvests
picked, unwrapped,
picked, unwrapped until
the flesh under my nails is
burned from
exposure to
solid sunlight
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I Saw Her in Kenya | Nicole Dynes

[Acrylic on Matte Board]
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Elegy for the Hidden | Jonathan Klaassen

These fields are desolate,
except for the wheat.
And the dirt road
that runs beside the wheat.
And the small church
that stands beside the road.
And the stone graves
that lie beside the church.
And the sun-baked weeds
that grow upon the graves.
And the unseen names
that are hidden by the weeds.
And the gray, green moss
that fills the letters of the names.
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Finding Samuel | Ruthie Burrell

I

'd always been told that falling off a cliff would kill you. That's why I was surprised to
find myself still breathing while squinting at the rocky overhang thirty feet above me. I

sat up slowly. My breathing was ragged, but other than that I felt perfectly normal.
"Huh," I said, still staring at the cliff. "Who knew?"
"Who knew what?"
I jerked my head around. A boy stood at the edge of the woods. "Who knew what?
he repeated.
"Uh, who knew I could survive falling off a cliff like that?" I stood, feeling a little stiff.
"Hey, kid, what—"
"You didn't fall off the cliff. You just showed up on the grass. I saw you."
I stared at the kid. What is he talking about? I could still feel the adrenaline pumping
through my veins from the rush of the fall. I had distinctly felt my foot slip off the edge . . .
at least I thought I had. I realized I didn't remember how I had gotten on the cliff, and I
wasn't sure where my camping supplies were either. Maybe that fall messed with me more
than I thought.
I decided to ignore the kid's odd statement. "Look, kid, what are you doing out here
by yourself? Shouldn't you be at home? Where are your parents?
He suddenly looked confused.
Glad I'm not the only one.
"I—I don't know," he stuttered.
He was only seven or eight. Too young to run away, I decided. You lost, kid?
He shrugged. "I guess so."
"Well, you'll have to come with me then. I squinted at the sky, trying to get the
compass in my head working again. "You got any idea where we are, kid?
"Samuel."
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"What?"
"My name isn't 'kid.' It's Samuel."
"Sure. Samuel. Do you know where we are?"
"No."
I sighed and glanced at the sky again. "So, assuming I camped on the cliff and hiked
there from the north, the interstate must be . . . that way!' I said in triumph, pointing to
the woods.
It has to be, I assured myself. I searched my pockets and found a pocketknife and a
flint and steel set. Even without my supplies, this would probably be enough to make it
through a night in the woods if we had to.
I shook off the thoughts and started toward the woods at a quick pace. C mon, kid
er, Samuel. Let's get going."
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By the time we stopped that evening, I'd decided this was definitely the creepiest forest
I d ever been in. The trees should have been bare, and the air should have been cold, but
instead, it was warm, and everything smelled like summer. Some of the trees said it was fall
with their red and orange leaves, while others said it was spring with their budding flowers.
The strangest thing, though, was the lack of normal noise. Not only were there no
birdcalls or insect noises, but I couldn't even hear any wind in the tree branches. In fact,
the only hint of life I'd seen were a few bear tracks . . . not exactly comforting. Once I
thought I heard a siren, screeching tires, and several people shouting, which made me
think we might be close to the interstate, but I couldn't see any sign of it through the trees.
As we gathered wood to build a fire, I glanced at Samuel. His feet dragged along the
ground, and his shoulders sagged. Still, he didn t complain. Most kids his age would have
been whining after the first quarter of a mile.
Then again, I thought as I turned back around, this whole forest is acting odd, so it's no
wonder the kid is, too.
Eventually, with the help of my flint and steel, I got a fire going. Once the flames were
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glowing steadily, I dropped to my knees beside them while Samuel squatted on the other
side of the fire, holding his hands toward the heat.
I looked up and found Samuel watching me. We'd stayed pretty quiet during the
walk, but now I tried to make conversation. He was hesitant at first, but once we discovered
how much we both liked baseball, he opened up and started chattering about his favorite
players and teams.
As we talked, I noticed something strange. He would talk about baseball, or any of
his other likes and dislikes, without hesitation. But when I asked him about his home or
parents, he got a confused look on his face and changed the subject. I didn't push him,
but it made me curious. I wondered how I would get him back home when we reached
civilization again.
There was something else about him, too. It was a feeling I couldn't quite define,
something that kept nudging me. It hit when Samuel gestured with his hands as he talked,
and again when he grinned and a dimple appeared in his left cheek. It was strongest,
though, when he got angry and glared, his blue eyes staring me down after I said something
against one of his favorite ball teams. A shiver crawled up my spine as I tried to shake the
feeling away. There was someth ing familiar about this kid. I wracked my brain, trying to
think where I might have met him before, but came up with nothing. I pushed it to the
back of my mind.
"C'mon, Samuel. It's time to sleep."
We lay down on our respective sides of the fire, and I closed my eyes, trying to settle
my mind. Just as I was drifting off, I heard a whimper. Rising up on one elbow, I peered at
Samuel. He seemed to be sleeping, but his face was twisted like he was in pain, and he was
shaking. I sighed a little, stood, made my way around the fire, and lay behind him, pulling
his tiny body against my chest. His shaking slowed as he nestled against me. A warm,
fierce emotion eased through me and settled in my heart. I tightened my grip on him and
rested my head on my other arm, relaxing and sliding into a vivid dream of my own.
I hurried into the apartment. "Alisa!" I called.
"In here."
I followed the sound of my wife's voice while pulling several travel brochures from my
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briefcase. Ifound her sitting at the kitchen table, sorting through a pile of bills.
"Alisa, honey, you have to take a look at these," I said, spreading the brochures on the table.
"You know Dan from work? He knows the owner of this place and thinks he could get us in
free. It looks awesome, and I thought it would be a great. . ."I trailed off, noticing the frown
on Alisa s face.
"Rob, you know we can't do that. The doctor said I canV travel until the baby is born.
I groaned and ran my hand over my hair in frustration. But this would only be a couple
hours away, and we could take it real easy..." I trailed off, knowing she wasn t buying it.
I pulled a chair out from the table and slumped into it. "Don t you ever miss the way it
was. . . well, before?"
Alisa had bent over the bills again, but now she looked up sharply. You still wish I hadn t
gotten pregnant."
"No, I—"
She was staring at me. "Yes, you do. You won't say it, but I can see it on your face. I
told you before, I wasn't trying to. But since it happened anyway, can t you be at least a little
thankful? Try to see it as a gift?"
A gift?" I laughed incredulously and gestured to the table. "Alisa, take a look at all the
bills we have already. You think the doctor bills we'll end up with will be easy to pay? My
voice was louder than it needed to be, but I couldn't help it. And you know we 11 have to
move almost every year with my job right now. How are we supposed to raise a kid in that
environment? And you want me to call it a gift!" I spat out the last words.
Alisa flinched and cradled her growing stomach in her arms. Her shiny brown hair fell
like a curtain over her shoulder and shielded her face from my eyes, but I saw her shiver. I
immediately felt like a jerk.
"Hey, listen, I'm sorry. I didn't mean—I just—I'm sorry.
She didn't look up. "You say that, but I think you'd like it better if the baby died and you
didn't have to worry about him anymore."
"What? No, I—"
She met my gaze, and her blue eyes drilled into me. Don t lie.
I woke with a start.
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The fire had dimmed, so I eased away from Samuel and added a few more pieces of
wood. Then I lay down again and probed my throbbing temples with my fingers.
I dreamed as often as anyone, but never like this, never as vividly and never about
something that really happened. Pangs of guilt stabbed me in the gut.
I hadn't known how to answer her, so I just stammered into silence. All the while, she
kept watching me with those dark blue eyes of hers—not judging me, just looking hurt.
Remembering made me feel ashamed all over again.
It wasn't that I wanted our baby to die. Not really. I was just confused. Being a dad
wasn't something I'd ever wanted. I never knew how to react to kids. They almost always
annoyed me and made me say something I immediately regretted.
That's not the real reason you didn't want kids. My stomach clenched at the quiet
thought. It was true. A memory from when I was nine came to mind.
"Dad?"
He didn't look up from the newspaper. "Yes, Rob?"
"Um, I have a baseball game this Saturday, and I just wondered. . . well, do you think
you'll be able to come?"
He was already shaking his head before Ifinished my question. '"Fraid not. I'll begone to
Chicago for a business meeting. Maybe next time?"
I didn't bother to mention that this was our last game or that we were in the championship.
I just muttered, "Sure," and left the room.
"Next time" never came. When I was a teenager, my parents separated, but my dad
had been gone so often anyway, I hardly noticed the difference.
I shifted uncomfortably on the hard ground. I had to travel several times a month with
my job now, and that combined with the fact that I never knew what to do with kids . . .
No, I won't be like him. I won't, I told myself.
I'd never even planned on getting married, but Alisa—well, Alisa was special. But
when she'd told me she was pregnant, I'd never felt more . . .
Terrified.
So it wasn't that I wanted our baby to die. But, sometimes, I wondered if it might have
been better if he had never been conceived.
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Every time I had that thought, though, I could feel Alisa's eyes drilling into me again.
Blue eyes . . .
Wait.
That was why Samuel's stare had freaked me out earlier. His eyes looked like Alisas.
A lot like hers, actually.
I turned my head to check on him. He was still sleeping, his breathing deep and even.
I curled up behind him again, hoping that more sleep would erase my headache, which
had begun to pound more persistently.
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When I woke, sunlight was coming through the leaves above me. Samuel sat a few
feet away, examining something shiny that hung on a leather cord around his neck.
I yawned. "What've you got there?" I asked and leaned forward to get a better look.
He quickly pulled away and tucked the thing—it looked like a ring—inside his shirt.
"It was my mom's," he said.
"Yeah?" I was curious, but I didn't ask to see it. I tossed a handful of dirt on the fire
pit, still watching him. "You know you're going to have to tell me where you live sooner
or later. You won't be able to stay with me after we find the interstate and get back to a
city again."
He frowned but didn't say anything.
Thing is, I mused, I don't think he's refusing to tell me. He doesn't look like he's being
stubborn. Just looks a little confused—almost like he doesn't know. I snorted to myself. That's
crazy. All kids know where they live. Least they do by the time they're Samuel's age. So, why
won't he tell me? I shrugged my confusion away and finished putting out the fire.
As we started walking, I noticed that the strange noises from the day before were
back. This time I heard a low, steady beeping noise and several voices murmuring. Chills
ran down my back as I wondered if the fall off the cliff was still messing with me. I started
talking to Samuel again to block out the sounds.
We made good progress, and I was sure we had to be coming close to an interstate, or
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at least some kind of road. These woods couldn't go on much longer.
"You sure you can't tell me where you live, Samuel?"
He shook his head.
"Well, what about your family, then. Can you tell me about them?"
He shook his head again.
"Why not?" I asked. I knew I sounded frustrated, but I didn't care. The voices were
murmuring louder, and I was working too hard to ignore them to worry about how I
sounded. "C'mon, stop being stubborn."
"I'm not!"
"Yes, you are."
"No! I'm not." His eyes pleaded with me, but I ignored them.
"Why won't you tell me, then?" My voice rose, and I heard it tip from frustration to
anger.
Samuel's face scrunched up. "I—I can't!" He took off running, ducking and dodging
between trees. I groaned and followed at a walk, but when I realized I couldn't see him
anymore, I started to jog. He'll come back, I told myself. He'll have to. I knew I shouldnt
have yelled, but those voices . . .
A few minutes passed and I still couldn't see Samuel. My stomach began to knot up. My
head had started to pound again, and my ribcage ached a little, too. I glanced back and forth,
looking for him, and noticed something glittering on the ground a few feet in front of me. I
stopped and bent down. It was the leather strap with the gold ring Samuel had been looking
at earlier. I picked it up and noticed an inscription on the inner band of the ring.
To Alisa. All my love, Robert.
My heart stopped.
I knew this ring. I had picked it out myself—for my wife.
"It was my mother's,"Samuel had said.
My heart started beating again—pounding.
It can't be.
But. . .
He has Alisa's eyes.
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And. . .
He has my smile.
It was true. That's why Samuel's smile had looked familiar

it was the same one 1 d

seen in pictures of myself for the last twenty-nine years.
But how—?
I had no idea.
I started running again, more urgently now. My right leg suddenly started to ache,
but I ignored it. "Sam? Samuel!" I called.
A roar filled the forest, followed by a shrill scream.
"Samuel!"
I sprinted in the direction of the sound. Less than a minute later, I saw them. A bear
was raised onto its hind feet, and Samuel stood only a few feet away.
"Samuel!"
He started running toward me but tripped and rolled onto his back, facing the bear
that had followed him. The monster swiped a huge paw across Samuel s small body. He
screamed, and rage swept through me.
I dashed forward and pulled him away, putting myself between him and the bear. A
long, red stripe ran along Samuel's left forearm, and his face was white, but he seemed okay
other than that. I didn't have time to do or think anything else before I felt claws dig into
my back. Hot pain shot through me, and I collapsed, shielding Samuel s body with my own.
The claws raked my back again, and I couldn't hold in the scream this time. The
beeping noise from earlier was back, and I wondered how I could notice that at a time like
this. The claws came once more, then the forest grew blurry, and darkness blocked
everything else.
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I jerked upright, my heart pounding. Wha-Where am I? I glanced down at the white
sheets covering my legs. A low beeping noise came from a machine near my bed, and an
IV was attached to my arm. A hospital.
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I felt confused, sluggish, but my heart began to race and the beeping quickened. What
happened.? I saw a red call button on the side of my bed and pushed it. Once. Twice. A third
time. Frantically, I kept pushing it, willing someone to appear in the doorway.
The sound of quick footsteps came from down the hall, and a nurse appeared, her
cheeks flushed from her hurry. "Mr. Harper! It's good to see you awake. The doctor will
be—"
"What happened?" I demanded. "Why am I here?
"Don't you remember?" She hesitated. "The doctor will be here in a minute. He
can— »
"Wait." I sank back against the pillows. A memory pushed slowly to the surface. Alisa
and I had been driving home, and then—
"A semi hit us!" The words burst from my mouth as I looked sharply at the nurse. "My
wife. Where is she? Where's Alisa?"
She glanced down. "Mr. Harper. Perhaps you should wait until the doctor—"
"Where is she?"
"She . . . your wife didn't make it, sir."
"No." I shook my head. "No!" Red waves of pain hit my mind, but a sharp sensation
prodded at me. There was something, something I needed to remember. "My—my son.
The words came from someplace faraway, almost like a memory, or a dream. Our baby.
Is he—?"
The nurse met my eyes again. "Your son is alive, Mr. Harper. We did an emergency
C-section when you and your wife reached the hospital."
"Take me to him." The words came out softly.
"Mr. Harper, you have a broken leg and several broken ribs, as well as a severe
concussion. I'm afraid you can't—"
"Take me to him!"
She opened her mouth again, but my wild expression must have stopped her. I 11—
I'll see if one of the orderlies is around to help you, sir."
A few minutes later, an orderly wheeled me down the hall to the preemie section.
He stopped outside the window. "Take me in," I ordered. He hesitated. Do I have to
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say everything twice? Take. Me. In." After a quick conference with the nurse on duty, he
pushed me through the door and pulled me to a stop beside a small bassinet.
"I'll be back in a few minutes, sir," he said, but I didn't respond. I stared at the tiny
form in the bassinet before me. His mouth puckered as though he might start crying. His
eyes were tightly shut, his face red and wrinkled.
I had never seen anything so beautiful.
"He's quite healthy, you know." It was the nurse on duty. "Surprising, considering
what he's been through."
Ignoring her for the moment, I reached into the bassinet and grasped his tiny hand in
mine. As I did, his fingers uncurled and then wrapped around my thumb. My heart jolted.
A fierce feeling rose inside me . . . something wild, like a tiger, or—a bear.
A crazy idea gripped me, and I leaned forward, slowly sliding his tiny left sleeve up his
arm. My eyes began to burn. A long white scar streaked across his forearm.
"We don't know where that came from," the nurse said, glancing at the scar. It must
be a birthmark, but it's so odd."
Slowly, I reached over my shoulder, feeling my back under the hospital gown. Cool,
ridged lines of skin met my touch. I covered my face, and my shoulders began to heave.
The nurse left and busied herself at the other end of the room, allowing me my privacy.
"I'm sorry," I whispered hoarsely to him. "I didn't know. I never would have wished—-I m
sorry."
Several minutes later, the nurse returned. "We haven't been able to finish filling
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your son's birth certificate yet, Mr. Harper," the nurse said. Do you know what you d like
to name him?"
I didn't hesitate. "Samuel. His name is Samuel."
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Full of Experience | Tamara Barrett
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On Holding onto Something for Exactly Far Too Long | Jessie Riley

I'm tired of this old secret.
It drowned in the endless churning of my
washing-machine mind
long ago, and I hate its smooth, cold corpse,
languishing imperturbably in my unfortunate
dryer of a heart.
I'm too familiar with its satin surface—
the way the top left corner dips in almost imperceptibly,
the corresponding bump underneath,
the different textures (now worn faint
and smooth) that once marked
the subtle variations in shade—
and I'm tired of its constant presence
almost unnoticed
cradled in the palm of my right hand.
I'm tired of it.
And so I step back
and swing
my arm in one great resolute arch.
When, satisfied,
I turn my back on the distant thud
that marks its far-off landing,
my hands find their way into my pockets.
It is still there,
lying smugly in its bed of gray clinging lint
and empty wrappers.
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Interview with Thom Satterlee
Thom Satterlee, who served as the Parnassus advisor for nine years, has published two
poetry translations and a collection of original poetry, Burning Wyclif. Burning Wyclif
was a finalist for the L.A. Times book prize and was chosen as a 2007 American Library
Association Notable Book. The collection also earned him a creative writing fellowship
from the National Endowment for the Arts. He talked about Parnassus and writing.

Andrea Walker: What do you know about the history of Parnassus? Were there any notable
events?

Thom Satterlee: There's an essay that a student wrote on the history of Parnassus and
published in the fortieth anniversary issue, edited by Bill Green. You'd find a good deal
of history in there. I'll mention one notable event. Before I became faculty advisor to the
journal, there was a year when one person swept the writing contest. She won first, second,
and third place in poetry and fiction and nonfiction. I'm not sure what her name is, but
she must have been quite the writer. After that year, the staff agreed to award no more
than one prize per category, per writer—it was a way of spreading the wealth more evenly.

AW: When did youfirst

join Parnassus, and what was your experience like?

TS: I became faculty advisor in the fall of 2000 and remained in that position until 2009,
with one year off for a sabbatical. I had a good experience. I can't remember a time when
the staff didn't rise to the occasion—by which I mean, they hunted down the best art and
writing on campus and managed to produce an attractive journal that they distributed to
the campus community before everyone left for summer vacation. In many cases, the staff
had the journals ready by early spring.
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AW: How did Parnassus change during the nine years you were advisor?

TS: The biggest change is, we stopped charging for the journal. I suppose I had a lot to
do with that decision. It didn't seem right to me that students should pay for a journal
that receives support through (in some form or other) their tuition and fee dollars. Before
I became advisor, Literary Magazine Laboratory (the class that puts together the journal)
also met in the spring, when they marketed and sold the journal. I don't know. Maybe the
students in the class nowadays would benefit from the experience of selling Parnassus. I
just wasn't the right person to teach that lesson. I had a short career as a gumball salesman
at the age of seven, but after that my marketing skills have all gone downhill. Precipitously.

AW: What do you believe Parnassus contributes to Taylor University students, faculty, and
staff?

TS: I believe Parnassus is an outlet for artistic talent—artists need an outlet—and a source
of pride for the community members who read the journal and discover that they live
among some surprisingly creative people.

AW: You gave up your teaching position to pursue writing full-time. What went into that
decision?

TS: The fact that I've wanted to be a full-time, stay-at-home writer since the age of
seventeen went into that decision. The fact that my wife supported me went into the
decision. Finances went into the decision—for instance, we don't have children to support
through college. Also a big factor: I started writing fiction, a novel of all things, and
discovered that I needed longer blocks of time for writing. With poems I could get by on
two hours a day, but I need three to four times as many hours for fiction.

AW: You have said that you first became interested in writing during high school. When
did you know you wanted to write poetry?
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TS: The simple answer would be at around the age of sixteen. At first I wrote poetry,
fiction, and drama without really choosing one above the others. Honestly, I can't say
when I started identifying myself primarily as a poet. It may have been in college. By my
sophomore year I had definitely favored poetry over the other forms, but I still wanted to
write across genres. I wonder if I became a poet by default—by the fact that I only had
so many hours in the day to write. You know, as a college student you have classes and
extracurricular activities. It was about all I could manage to get up at five in the morning
and write until seven before the school day got going with all its many requirements.

AW: Your most recent publication is a translation of the poetry of Per Aage Brandt. How
does the translation process compliment or contrast your own work as a poet?

TS: Translation requires a lot of the same linguistic skills as writing my own poetry, but
the boundaries of invention have already been set. In some ways, translation reminds
me more of revision than writing. I spend most of my time reworking sentences, finding
a more choice word here or there. But I also pay attention to the form of the poem I'm
translating. In the case of Per Aage's poems, I had to create translations that, like his
originals, look center-justified on the page. That means the right-hand margin (the most
important position in a poem's line) got very tricky. I had to end each line with a word that
would have the same effect as the original, not only in terms of sense and sound, but also
in terms of the speed with which a reader would move from one line down to the next. It
was a challenge, but maybe a bit more technical than creative one.

AW: Burning Wyclif\nc\uAes many forms of poetry, from free verse to villanelles. Is there
a specific form that you enjoy most?

TS: I don't have a favorite form, no. I spend a lot of my time trying to find the form that
fits the content or the concept of the poem that's stuck somewhere between my head
and the page. In Burning Wyclif, I found I had to invent some forms (the triptych poem,
for instance) and borrow others (there are a lot of sonnets in that book). What gave me
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the most pleasure were the moments when I realized the right form for a given poem.
Sometimes I felt like I'd tried just about everything before I found what the poem wanted.

AW: Your collections center on people—John Wyclif, and your current work on
Kierkegaard. What about these individuals draws you to them?

TS: Well, you'll notice they're both Christians. They both had a pretty rough time of
it, too, though neither one was burned at the stake—still, they found themselves in
opposition with the authority of their day. So I suppose I like rebels, and I like pretending
to be one at the safer distance that writing provides. I'd also add that both of these figures
spent the majority of their days alone with books—ones they read and ones they wrote. I
also like that kind of life.

AW: What are your daily writing habits?

TS: I love my daily routine! It goes like this: get up at 5:30 and tend the woodstove. Set
the breakfast table. Make my wife's lunch. Take her a cup of coffee, upstairs if she's still
getting ready for her day (she's a third grade teacher at a school just down the road from
our house), or in the living room if she's all set. Then we read morning prayer using the
Book of Common Prayer and the Bible. We have breakfast together. She leaves. I walk our
dog in woods nearby. By eight I'm on the couch writing in my journal, drinking a cup
of coffee. By nine, I pause to listen to Garrison Keillor's "Writer's Almanac on the NPR
station out of Muncie. That's over in five minutes, and I'm back to work writing. These
days that means trying to write a novel for the umpteenth time. Or some days my work
involves research.

Recently, given my writing project, the research has all had to do with Soren Kierkegaard
reading his Repetition and Stages on Life's Way and re-reading other books by him and
biographies about him. It's great fun! I fall away from the world in some sort of work-blur
and emerge to reality sometime around two or three. On good days, I remember to have
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lunch at around noon, but not always. In the afternoon, I usually go for a jog. By four
thirty or so, I make dinner. I guess by now we've come to the end of my writing day,
haven't we? But to finish, I'll add that I usually watch soccer on TV for an hour or so,
possibly read a book that's not directly related to my writing project (I'm currently reading
Brother Lawrence's Practice of the Presence of God for the fourth time) and then I go to
bed by nine. If I'm up any later than nine thirty, something special must have happened
in the universe to make me forego sleep.

AW: What are you working on now?

TS: Like I said, a novel. I'm on my ninth draft, I think. It's a little embarrassing to admit
that, and sometimes I do get frustrated. But in the end, whether I'm writing fiction or
poetry or answering these questions, I'm doing pretty much the same thing: crafting
sentences. And I can't think of anything I like doing more. Writers probably know just
how it feels.
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Author & Artist Notes
Icarus Sinking (Post-Modern Blues I) [9]
Thaddeus Harmon | In the age of the illuminated screen, all literary pursuit vies in vain
for relevance. This poem expresses a poets struggle with anti-literacy, and implicates the
reader—a potentially passive participant in the struggle.

The Igloo Church [12]
Chandler Birch 11 wrote "The Igloo Church" in response to a prompt from a professor. The
central image was a church on Christmas Eve, complete with snow swirling about and all
sorts of people holed up in the sanctuary—some terrified, some angry, some crushed by
life. The assignment only allowed for two sentences for each character, though, and I hated
not knowing how it began and how it ended. So I kept going.

Brick City [27]
Jonathan Klaassen | This poem has its origins in the fact that I grew up in Newark, New
Jersey, which shows up on "most dangerous cities in America lists with disturbing
regularity. It's actually improved quite a bit in recent years, but it still leaves an impression,
especially when part of your job is cleaning the sidewalk around the apartment building.

Nouveau Table [21]
Richie Nixon | Nouveau is an art style that is influenced by organic shapes and nature.
This project was done for one of my design classes, where we were to choose an artist who
inspired us. I chose Henry Van de Velde, a Nouveau artist, because of his versatility. He
was a painter, graphic designer, carpenter, architect, metal worker, and even did fashion
design. This is very respectable and I want to be more versatile in what I do.
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The Swing [23]
Angelina. Burkholder| "The Swing" was written with inspiration from my own childhood.
It is a piece intended to show the decline of values in American society.

Tropisms [23]
Angela Knight \ When working as a middle school life science teacher for three years,
I learned many things along with my students. One of our lessons involved seeds and
the way that they grow from a tiny, dry speck into a complete plant. Through plastic
bags, labeled and taped to classroom cabinets, students studied, watched and measured
those stems and roots each day. Though this was a public school, the amazing, fascinating
miracles of life were very present, and I tried to reflect this sense of awe as we studied
together. Fast forwarding fifteen years, I couldn't help but ponder the "tropism" lessons
I had taught as I planted tiny seeds in our family garden last March. Remembering the
dust-size bits I had planted, the lettuce that soon sprouted was more than just a salad: it
was a miracle.

Art Is . . . [35]
Benjamin Lehman | For J-term my junior year, I took 20th Century Art & Music. At the
beginning of the course, my professor asked us to write down what we thought art was.
We placed our responses in an envelope and wrote our names on them. After we returned
from our five day field trip to NYC, where we paid visits to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (MET) and the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), we opened our envelopes and
read our initial responses. Then our professor asked us to write another response to the
prompt in light of our recent expedition. Thus my poem "Art Is . . ." was born. Through
it, I wanted to capture the vast array of art that I saw at MoMA and show how art is an
idea that has come to life.

The French Man [37]
Luke Lines | This photo was made for character development on a project that I am still
working on, which I plan to release in the summer. The image of the French man has
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changed a few times since its first release. His role in the story will remain a mystery so
readers can enjoy the full experience.

The Man at the Coffee Shop [38]
Kristin Schwartz | I wrote "The Man in the Coffee Shop" on the back of an envelope while
sitting in my local coffee shop. Some poems just flow onto the page, and this was one of them.
The man was sitting there with so much creative potential that I couldn't help but capture it.

Water Carnival [39]
Sean Taylor | This photo is not photoshopped. It is a reflection in a gravestone, with the
etching of the gravestone matching with the trees well.

Solitude [44]
Patricia Logan | The transforming and forgiving effect that a fresh, quiet blanket of snow
bestows, always causes me to "be still and know." I'm grateful to the workshop instructor
who gave me permission to "put my brush down."

Father Christmas [47]
Joshua Giuliano | Father Christmas is a short film screenplay. I'm unashamed in saying that
my initial inspiration for the screenplay came from a scene in Harry Potter The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1. That scene spurred me to write a story that represented my love for the
mystery of Christmas. I hope to one day adapt Father Christmas for the screen.

The Devil Can Cite Scripture [53]
Melissa Jerome| This piece is part of a larger body ofwork called "the Fool" which contains nine
works loosely based on the themes of Ecclesiastes. This piece explores the futility of knowledge.
The text which is falling from the page discusses how frustrating life can be when we see
knowledge as a goal and an end instead of a tool for greater purposes. If we place knowledge
itself on a pedestal we shall fail to achieve anything, for who can claim to have conquered
"knowledge"? Even the devil is knowledgeable of the Scriptures, yet what good has it done him?
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Grandma Is Dead [54]
Robbie Maakestad | This poem was written in loving memory of my grandmother, Bobbie
Maakestad.

Six Sententious Stanzas On the Death of a Terrorist [56]
Thaddeus Harmon | Even the death of a terrorist deserves contemplation.

Chicago, 1893 [62]
Taylor Blake | "Chicago, 1893" was obviously not photographed in 1893, but it was taken
in Chicago. I took this over July 4th weekend 2011 at Navy Pier. However, after editing, it
looked like it belonged at the 1893 Chicago's World Fair, home of the very first ferris wheel.
The photo steps back in time to the world before us but keeps one foot in our world today.

The Battle of Kenmore [63]
Mary Tait | I wrote this poem after a spring break mission trip in Grant County last
spring. We worked with several people in their homes and one of my jobs was to clean out
a very dirty refrigerator. Everything mentioned in this poem is something I found while
cleaning.

Apple with Tulips [65]
Patricia Logan | I love the moodiness of strong light invading unlit interiors. I enjoy
experimenting with simple shapes edged with cool light and contrasting warm shadows.
The unpretentious tulip is a perfect subject.

The Pearl [66]
Amy Green 11 wrote "The Pearl" as the parable of the Pearl of Great Price with a twist: what
if a person gave up all they had for something that wasn't the kingdom of heaven? We see
people like this all the time, people who value things on Earth more than eternal things.
Other people. You know, pagans and hypocrites. Not Taylor students, and certainly not
me. Or so I thought. Then I got a book contract, and I realized that I had let two things
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become more important to me than God: my dream of being a published writer and my
desire to please others. In "The Pearl," there are two paperback books buried in one of the
lists of treasures. Those are my books. I put them there as a reminder that God will give
us the strength to give up things we have turned into idols. Through this story, I did what
Celia couldn't—or wouldn't—do: walk away.

I Can Write the Verses (Translation) [73]
Mario Gonzalez | I wrote this poem as part of an assignment for my poetry class with
Professor Satterlee. I think my knowledge of Spanish helped me out some with word
choice. I tried copying as much of the rhyme scheme as well as the repetition of sounds,
while still keeping the meaning of each line consistent with the original. I loved the
concept of the poem because I think every guy ever involved with a girl can relate to not
being able to get her off his mind . . . until finally, he realizes he must.

Products of Influence [77]
Luke Lines | This piece is a character development for the same story that will be released
in the summer of 2012. This is a glimpse of the main character and a scene from the story.
I generally don't give away the titles or the secrets of my work because I feel that it takes
away from the audience. I like to use my work as an ink blot for people. I want them to
view the work and think about what it means to them. The meaning can be different from
person to person. I also believe it helps reveal a person's subconscious because they can
connect to the work using their experience and their thoughts. With that said, a person
can learn something about themselves that they didn't know before. Art should never be
simple, so I step out of that realm and give something complex back to the community.

Memoir of a Memory [85]
Lindsey Snyder | I wrote "Memoir of a Memory" for a fiction project in my Intro to Creative
Writing class. My inspiration came from reading a magazine article about a woman who
had a seemingly impossible capacity for memory. I thought the premise would make a
good drama and I especially enjoyed developing the character of Millie while writing.
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Delving into the thoughts and feelings of such a character, though fictional, was quite an
adventure.

Echo Company [90]
Corinne Hills| Policies require grand ideas, but they must not come at the cost of humanity.

There Is a Sea [92]
Thaddeus Harmon | Conversation is often an effort to bridge the gap between two
consciousnesses. Although it is an effort wholly futile, it remains irresistible, and for me, is
often marked by feelings such as these.

The Other World [99]
Jennifer Dolezal | A couple years ago, I was flipping through a magazine when I spotted a
cropped photograph of a model's face that completely captured me. There was something
in her eyes, some deep and eerie expression, that I had never before seen brought to life on
paper. I immediately had to get out my pencils and paper and draw her. Unfortunately,
after I drew her face, I was stuck. A year later, I found a beautiful photograph of a castle in
the midst of a rolling sea of clouds. When I saw how dark and ominous the picture was, I
realized how perfect my girl would belong in that world. So I developed an idea, one that
involved a girl escaping from the problems of this world into the other world ... the world of
imagination. I love to read for that illusion of escape, and so I decided to have the girl actually
create the scene behind her with a book in her hands. That is why letters are the fabric of the
painting, because they are the fabric of imagination. I also wanted her to glow, in a sense,
with lighter colors than the rest of the picture to show that even though her eyes reveal her
mind's journey, she still does not physically belong in that world. Overall, I decided to use
watercolor so that I could create a more translucent looking painting, something that could
create the impression of looking through a window to another dimension.

Pure [100]
Valerie Prescott | "Pure" is an expression of my deep desire to connect with others through
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writing. So often, I feel helpless to communicate any of the meaningfulconcepts and emotions
I experience. I find poetry, however, to be an elegant and powerful form of communion with
the reader. A truly good poem ignites the heart, and when I read or write such a poem, I am
profoundly impacted. In "Pure," I hoped to convey that sentiment, as well as the longing to
inspire such emotion in others through my own work.

In the Clouds [101]
Matt Walters | This photo was taken near Asheville, North Carolina on Grandfather
Mountain. We were there on vacation and had arrived at the mountain on a cloudy
morning. While crossing the mile-high bridge it had become too cloudy to see to the other
side, and I thought the circumstances would make for an interesting picture.

Waiting for a Train [102]
James Daniels | I wrote this in January. It's true that the average train engineer, over the
course of twenty five years, will be involved in three railway fatalities, but it's possible that
the seed of this particular story was in mid-December, just a month before I wrote it, when
my train was running two hours late, and I met a most extraordinary librarian. Perhaps
that sense that we would never see each other again was what prompted this sad little
vignette. But I'm just being sentimental; we still talk, just not in person.

Pears [103]
Patricia Logan | Always a favorite theme: sunlight pouring through a west window, now
describing the soft curves of two pears, creating the need I felt to capture the emotion it
caused in me. Watercolor seemed the perfect medium for catching this fleeting moment.

The Science of Thinking [109]
Luke Lines| This is a concept photo I created. I wanted to create something that represented
my view of the thought process. The blank head on the left represents the clean/blank slate
stage of thinking. I also call this the canvas stage. The sun represents the science of the
universe. I put it closest to the main character to show the importance of the image. The
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universe is a great mystery to me and I believe that we as people try to understand its mass
complexity. It's a thought that crosses all of our minds. We want to understand what is out
there beyond our reach. It is the central thought stage or the mystery stage of thinking.
The words that are outside the circles represent the outer influences in our lives that are
trying to break through our minds.

Grace [114]
Mindy Kreilein | Throughout the last year and a half, God has begun to heal some of my
brokenness that stems from my childhood. There was a period of time during this healing
process when I backed away from God. I became angry and bitter toward him. I also felt
so disgusted with myself, coming from the self-hate and the lies the enemy was putting
into my head. I felt I could relate very well to the woman caught in adultery in John 8:3-11.
Based on what I have read in these verses, I took the liberty of describing her ("Broken and
Dirty . . ."). I used the same words for myself because I wanted to show the parallel I felt
to her. Of course, our situations are different, but our feelings are the same. I'm in need of
his grace as much as she was. She was caught in adultery, which was punishable by stoning.
But Jesus did not condemn her. And neither does he condemn me.

The Bottles [116]
Chandler Birch | "The Bottles" came about because, for no particular reason, I started
toying with the genie in a bottle' trope and wondering, "If you can hide a genie in one,
what else would fit?" It turned out a bit more macabre than I was expecting.

Elegy for the Hidden [125]
Jonathan Klaassen | This poem was inspired by my many drives through the Midwest,
especially when my family goes to visit relatives in Kansas. Out in the countryside, in
the middle of nowhere, we pass by dozens of old, little run-down churches and their
equally run-down graveyards. It just seems odd to think about the fact that there are
names behind the weeds, names of people who lived and died, and are now hidden by the
passage of time.
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Finding Samuel [126]
Ruthie Burrell \ When I had the original idea for "Finding Samuel," I was flat on my back
in bed with a migraine—not exactly the most inspiring situation. But somewhere in the
hazy state between being awake and asleep, the image of a father who had lost (or almost
lost) his son suddenly came to mind. The scene wasn't particularly unique, but the intense
emotion in it captured my attention. That emotion lingered, and eventually, I put the story
behind the emotion on paper. When I read it now, I can see that, although death and loss
have their place in "Finding Samuel," it's really a story about life and the fierce emotions
that come when we discover how much life is worth.

Full of Experience [136]
Tamara Barrett | This summer I fell in love with fire hydrants. I took pictures of them all
over the world, from Baltimore to Austria, using a small Canon Powershot. This was the
first hydrant I captured using my new SLR camera, and the first in Indiana. It is by far my
favorite. I appreciate how the dynamic shades and flaky texture are intensified from this
perspective. Fire hydrants may be a reminder that although many aspects of our lives seem
commonplace, each makes an irreplaceable contribution to our well-being and should not
be overlooked. Rather, we should ceaselessly respond with admiration and gratitude.
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Author & Artist Biographies

Tamara Barrett ('13) is a psychology major. Her favorite pastimes
include discovering hidden gems in major cities, running on
country roads, and unleashing her creative side. Her ideal day is
spent making someone else's.

Stephanie Binion ('12) is an English literature major with a minor
in sociology. When she's not taking road trips, she likes drinking
tea with Twix.

Chandler Birch ('14) is a professional writing major. He loves things
he can't understand, which is why you'll often see him with people.
He is determined to confound the expectations of his elementary
school teachers, who always insisted he'd "amount to something."

Taylor Blake ('14) is a media communication major with minors
in art and honors. She enjoys writing, photography, traveling, and
watching movies.
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Angelina Burkholder ('15) is a professional writing major. When
she isn't sleeping or eating, she can be found suffering from parkour
or planking injuries. Occasionally, she reads and writes.

Ruthie Burrell ('13) is a professional writing major. She loves music,
new cultures, baking, and stories of all kinds.

Kyle Carruthers ('15) is a professional writing major with a
psychology minor. He enjoys rain, snow, the night, wearing black,
and writing poetry that shows the turmoil of his tainted soul. He
also thinks kittens are the cutest of God's creations.

Christine Crosby ('12) is a history major with English and
marketing minors. She hopes to do something with her life when
she graduates. She enjoys making funny faces in pictures.

James Daniels ('12) hopes to someday run off to India to discover
the Meaning of Life.
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Jack Davies ('12) is a biology/pre-medicine major. He enjoys singing,
running, playing sports, and traveling the world to experience the
diverse beauty of God's people and creation.

Jennifer Dolezal ('15) is a biology/pre-medicine major with an
art minor. She enjoys dancing ballet, making art and music, and
giving love to her cats, friends, and family. She also loves books,
Christmas, and nature.

Nicole Dynes ('12) is a professional writing major and studio art
minor. She rather enjoys late-night chats with friends, missions
trips, anything that requires creativity, and episodes of Dr. Who
(especially when viewed with her brother).

Dustin Friesen ('12) is majoring in graphic design and photography.
Dustin enjoys playing board games, cutting paper, and eating the
out-of-this-world food his awesome wife makes for him. Dustin is
Canadian and American and can speak one language.

Jack Galbraith ('13) needs a new, loving home. He is a human male,
6' 1", 175 pounds, hazel eyes and brown/black coat. His breed is
mixed, with a Scottish and Norwegian heritage. Clean teeth, no
worms and good with kids. Asking price is $800.
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Joshua Giuliano ('12) is a film major who loves film and soccer. His
current favorite food is clam chowder.

Alyssa Colder (Guebert, '11) graduated with a degree in professional
writing and minors in English writing and English literature.
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Mario Gonzalez ('12) is an English education major. In reference
to art, he enjoys sad things as long as they are beautiful, beautiful
things as long as they are true, and true things as long as they are
etched in love. He likes happy art, too.

Amy Green ('13) is a professional writing major, which apparently
gives her license to eavesdrop, mutter to herself, and be bad at
math. When not doing any of those things, she enjoys playing
board games, singing, and talking with interesting people.

Thad Harmon ('12) lives and moves and has being nearly everywhere
he finds himself. He enjoys spending afternoons at the intersection
of aesthetic beauty and intellectual rigor, just to watch the traffic
pass.
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Celeste Harris ('14) is a media communication major. She enjoys
meandering through the cornfields of Indiana and capturing God's
various displays of beauty in a digital format.
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Corinne Hills ('12) is a professional writing major and Spanish
minor. She hungers for God, loves people, and believes in the
power of story. And she loves green things.

Melissa Jerome ('12) is a photography major. She loves being lost
in her imagination. It would be valid to call her a professional
daydreamer.
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Jonathan Klaassen ('11) graduated with a biblical literature major.
He enjoys writing and discussing fiction.

Angela Knight ('94) graduated with a B.S. in elementary education
and middle school endorsements in language arts and science. She
lives in Upland with her husband and twin daughters. She enjoys
reading, writing, gardening, and serving as God leads.
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Mindy Kreilein ('11) majored in professional writing and wants
to use her writing to encourage other broken women like herself.
Among her interests are public speaking, art, music, photography,
writing, reading, and the outdoors

Benjamin Lehman ('12) is a biblical literature major who listens to
jazz and likes movies about trains.

Luke Lines ('14) is a media communication major with a film
emphasis. He loves creating new music with the piano.

Patricia (Patsy) Logan enjoys reading under her pink patio umbrella,
English movies, the violin, early-morning cups of "cocoa joe,"
completing a painting to her satisfaction and creating goodies she
forces on her family and friends. At present, she lacks degrees,
awards or titles, except, of course, her favorite—"Nana!"

Robbie Maakestad ('12) is a creative writing major and loves
laughter. In the words of Thaddeus Harmon, he

writes like

a bumble bee who makes lines on the faces of flowers, tracing a
meaning only the wise can see."
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Maria Martin ('14) is a professional writing major with a biology
minor. A self-proclaimed nerd, she loves chai lattes, science, The
Picture of Dorian Gray, and traveling.

Ellen McConnell ('11) graduated from Taylor University with a
degree in English writing. She is currently studying at the University
of Wisconsin and plans to pursue a career as a physician's assistant.
She likes her anatomy gross and her Shakespeare unabridged.

Drew Neuenschwander ('13) is a professional writing major who
hopes to become a freelance writer and a novelist. When he's not
writing, Drew enjoys running, boating, playing tennis, and eating
his mother's delicious snickerdoodle cookies. He lives in Bluffton,
Indiana with his parents and two sisters.

Brad Nickerson ('13) is an art major with an emphasis in
photography. He documents life with his camera and loves showing
people the world from new perspectives.

Richie Nixon ('12) is a graphic design major. He loves to listen to
music, go to the beach, and hang out with friends.
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Rachel Nolan ('13) is a photography major and piano pedagogy
minor. Some of her favorite things are pearls, daffodils, Chopin,
tea, and books. She hopes to travel the world and document it all
with her trusty camera.

Valerie Prescott ('10) graduated with a Biblical literature major and
is an alumna of the Master of Arts in Religious Studies program.
She's interested in being interesting.

Kelly Raver ('15) is a graphic design major. She enjoys running,
cooking, baking, and spending time with her friends and family.

Jessie Riley ('12) is a studio art major, and grew up with a river in
her backyard. She plans to move to London and write about art.

•
•
•
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Kristin Schwartz ('15) is a professional writing major. She loves to
' *>

drink chai while people-watching in coffee shops.

r
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Lindsey Snyder ('14) is a media communication major. Playing
guitar, singing, writing, and producing short films are just a few of
her favorite things. She believes coffee and naps are vital sources of
energy and motivation.

Mary Tait ('12) is an English writing major from McHenry, Illinois.
An avid cape-wearer, she enjoys windy thunderstorms, reading
mythologies and fairy tales, and spontaneous walks in the forest
while talking to trees and other such objects of nature.

Sean Taylor grew up in Wheaton, Illinois, and has loved taking
pictures since he was very young. He recently discovered new
interests, including writing and film.

As he grows older, his

ambitions grow larger, but he refuses to back down or give up.

Rachel Tobin ('14) is a media communication writing major. She
loves humor and beautiful art like that found in Julian Smith's
song, "Jellyfish."

Matt Walters ('14) is a graphic design major. He lives on the
Brotherhood on campus and is from Middletown, Indiana. Matt
would love to someday work at Disney and travel the world (in no
particular order).
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